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Abstract 

Correlation of Nanohardness to Bulk Mechanical Tensile and Shear Properties through 
Direct Characterization and Comparison of Neutron-Irradiated Steels 

by 

David Lewis Krumwiede 

Doctor of Philosophy in Nuclear Engineering 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Peter Hosemann, Chair 

 

Nanoindentation has been used for decades to assess materials on a local scale and to obtain 
fundamental mechanical property parameters. Nuclear materials research often faces the challenge 
of testing rather small samples due to the hazardous nature, limited space in reactors, and shallow 
ion-irradiated zones, fostering the need for small-scale mechanical testing (SSMT). As such, 
correlating the results from SSMT to bulk properties is particularly of interest. This thesis 
compares macroscopic tensile (σy, σflow, and σuts) and shear punch (τy and τmax) test results to 
nanoindentation hardness data (H) obtained on a number of different neutron-irradiated materials 
in order to understand the relationship and scaling behavior on radiation-damaged samples. 
Various empirical relationships are employed and compared. In addition, multiple methods for 
obtaining hardness numbers from the load-displacement (LD) curves generated during 
instrumented indentation testing (IIT) are analyzed. After investigating many permutations of LD 
curve analysis methods and empirical relationships, combinations for specific cases are suggested 
based on expected material behavior. Utilizing these suggestions, efficacious relationships are 
found between hardness, tensile yield, tensile flow, and shear max. 
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1 Introduction 

Indentation measurements have many applications including characterizing materials for use 
in reactor environments. Indentation has a number of advantages as a testing technique for nuclear 
materials, including the following: 

• Indentation is a rapid and straight-forward test. A large number of data points can be 
generated from a small volume of sample in a minimal amount of time (compared to 
other techniques), which leads to improved statistical confidence in results. Also, 
sample preparation follows standard metallographic procedures for surface polishing. 

• The small volume requirement leads to reduced health hazards when testing neutron-
irradiated, radioactive samples and is essential to characterizing ion-irradiated samples 
where the ion-affected layer is microns thin. 

• Nanoindentation, in particular, is non-destructive at the macro level. As such, samples 
can be indented and then undergo subsequent tests or irradiations. 

• There is a large body of historical work on reactor-irradiated samples using indentation 
for comparison studies.  

Additionally, a theoretical link exists between indentation hardness and the and the constitutive 
properties of a material measured in a tensile test, as first described by Tabor in [1,2]. The relation 
is most direct for various measures of flow stress, but is more sensitive to the modulus and 
especially strain hardening in the case of yield stress. These relationships have been extensively 
modeled [3–6] and empirically studied, including for nuclear materials [6–11]. However, 
traditional micro-scale hardness measurements are not feasible for characterizing most medium-
energy, heavy-ion (1-10 MeV) irradiated samples that are commonly used. In this case, the damage 
zone is on the order of 1-2 μm depending on ion energy; whereas traditional microhardness indents 
are tens of microns deep and sample a volume of the material 5-10 times the actual indentation 
depth [7,12,13].  

Thus, to estimate bulk-scale properties from the hardness of an ion-irradiated sample, 
nanoindentation is required. As the use of heavy-ion irradiations to help understand the effects of 
neutron irradiations in order to accelerate nuclear materials development is of strong interest and 
has been the subject of numerous previous studies [14–19], the ability to correlate these properties 
with high confidence is an important objective. 

The ultimate goal of this thesis work is to determine whether or not nanohardness data from 
ion-irradiated samples can be used to predict bulk-scale properties – such as tensile yield and flow 
stresses as well as shear stresses. To accomplish this task, the reliability of the link between 
hardness and these properties needs to be established by bridging the two length scales. The first 
step in that process is to examine various empirical correlations using materials where both 
nanohardness and bulk-scale properties can be measured directly. This thesis presents and analyzes 
nanohardness measurements on neutron-irradiated samples, and the results are then compared to 
bulk-measured tensile and shear stress values of the same samples to establish the efficacy and 
best practices of correlating these properties. 

As this work focuses on techniques that will subsequently be employed on ion-irradiated 
materials that are meant to simulate neutron-irradiated ones, understanding the effects of as well 
as how to measure and correlate these two types of radiation damage is of high importance. 
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1.1 Radiation Damage Basics 

The most common method for damage accounting is the metric of displacements per atom 
(dpa). One dpa in a material indicates that each atom in the crystal structure has been displaced 
from its lattice site exactly once. The number displacements ν caused by a particle of energy E can 
be calculated using the Kinchin-Pease model as follows [20]: 
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In the above equations, θ is the center of mass scattering angle, Ed is the displacement energy, 
and Ec is the ionization energy (which can be approximated as A keV, where A is the mass number). 

For rudimentary calculations, the average energy transferred is often used. 

 1
2avg maxT T=  (Eq. 1.3) 

The important assumptions of this model are: 

• All collisions are elastic and use the hard-sphere model. 
• Above Ec, all energy is lost via ionization or electronic stopping. 
• Crystal structure is ignored (amorphous material). 

Knowing the incident particles’ energies and fluence and the displacement energy of the target 
material, one can quickly calculate an approximate dpa. There are more advanced methods to 
calculate the number of displacements caused by collisions, including the Lindhard [16] and NRT 
[21] models. The NRT model is of particular importance for the simulation of damage using the 
computer code SRIM, described in the next section. 

1.1.1 Use of TRIM in Ion-Irradiation Simulations 

One of the key modeling tools used in the comparison of ion- and neutron-based irradiations 
is a computer code called SRIM [22]. SRIM is an acronym for “The Stopping and Range of Ions 
in Matter.” This code builds upon the foundation of more simplistic models described previously. 
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Figure 1.1. TRIM calculations for two different energies of Fe++ ions incident upon an Fe 
target. The profiles are normalized to have the same damage level (1 dpa) at 250 nm. 

The sub-suite of the SRIM software that is most often used in this work is called TRIM 
(Transport of Ions in Matter). This software allows for the calculation of damage (in dpa) as a 
function of irradiation depth. Examples of such dpa calculations are shown in Fig. 1.1. The 
calculation allows for the determination of what depth to choose to investigate a particular damage 
amount. The code is a Monte Carlo calculation that tracks the interaction of a projectile ion with a 
solid (stationary atoms). Here is a summary of how the calculation proceeds with important 
assumptions highlighted [23]: 

1. Select projectile (ion) of know mass mp and energy E as well as target solid properties. 
2. Projectile travels through a free flight path L. 

• L is not the same as the mean free path.  
• L is the path between large-angle collisions. The code tracks the angular deviations of 

grazing collisions until it reaches a small set value and then calculates a large-angle 
collision. 

3. Calculate the energy of the projectile as it undergoes a large-angle collision. 
• '

cum ionizationE E T E= − −   
• Tcum is the energy loss to small angle collisions during free flight path. 
• ( )dE

dXionization e
E k E= =  is the energy loss to electronic stopping. 

• k is a parameter based on the solid target material. 
4. Calculate the energy transferred during the large-angle collision T and new energy of the 

projectile E’’. 
• Use Monte Carlo methods to randomly choose an impact parameter. 
• Use the classical scattering integral and the universal interatomic potential to determine 

the center of mass scattering angle θ. 
• Find the energy transferred during the collision: ( )'1

2 1 cosT E θ= Λ − . 
• '' 'E E T= − . 

5. There are two options now: 
a. Quick Calculation 
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i. Calculate the number of vacancies produced using standard defect 
production theory and the NRT model. 

ii. ( )vE T  is the defect producing energy as a function of T; takes electronic 
losses into account. 

iii. Use NRT model to calculate the number of vacancies (displacements) 
produced: 
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iv. Store number of displacements at the site of the initial large-angle collision. 
b. Full Damage Cascade Option (slower) 

i. Follow recoil atom and its secondary displacements. 
ii. recoil dE T E= − . 

iii. Iterate the process until all recoil and secondary atoms have energy less than 
Ed. 

6. Follow the injected projectile until it no longer displaces lattice atoms. 
• This occurs when the projectile cannot transfer enough energy lattice atoms. 
• , /i min dE E= Λ . 

7. Inject another projectile. 
8. Go back to Step 1. 

Using the TRIM code, we can predict the damage profile of an ion beam in a given material 
and select the appropriate depth to investigate for subsequent analysis. To calculate a similar 
damage profile for neutrons, a different code must be used. For reactor environments, it is general 
practice to utilize the Monte Carlo N-Particle code (MCNP6) [24,25]. 

1.1.2 Rate Theory 

The method discussed previously calculates the total damage (dpa) caused by radiation in a 
given material. However, even though the dpa measure might be equivalent between two 
irradiations, the lasting effects in a material are influenced by damage rate and irradiation 
temperature. This is due to the fact the dpa only accounts for the generation of 0-D defects 
(vacancies and interstitials). It is the movement, annihilation/recombination, and coalescence into 
higher order defects – dislocations, clusters, voids, and precipitates – of these 0-D defects that 
affect a material’s properties [14,16–19,26]. 

One of the first methods proposed to account for different dpa rates was to shift the temperature 
such that certain quantities are held invariant. This idea is based on the following point defect 
concentration equations for vacancies (Cv) and self-interstitials (Ci) [17]: 

 v
v i v v v

C
G RC C K C

t
∂

= − −
∂

 (Eq. 1.4) 
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Here, the C is the point defect concentration, K is the loss rate to sinks, R is the long-range 
recombination coefficient, and the G is the point defect generation rate from both irradiation-
induced cascades and thermal mechanisms. These terms are expressed as follows. 

 K DS= ∑  (Eq. 1.6) 

 ( )04 i vR r D Dπ= +  (Eq. 1.7) 

 ( )1 TG f Gκ ε= − +  (Eq. 1.8) 

D is the diffusion coefficient; S is the strength of a given defect sink (such as dislocation or 
cavity); r0 is the radius of the recombination volume; f is the in-cascade recombination survival 
fraction; κ is the dpa rate; ε is the clustering fraction; and GT is the thermal generation rate (taken 
as zero for interstitials and often neglected for vacancies in simplified calculations). 

Now that we have an understanding of the equations involved, we can see how changing the 
temperature can affect the equilibrium concentrations, since GT, R, and K are all dependent on 
temperature. We can now calculate a shift in the irradiation temperature to hold certain quantities 
invariant. One of the earlier proposed invariant quantities was the number of defects absorbed at 
sinks, Ns. The temperature shift associated with two different dose rates at a constant dose 
(ignoring thermal generation) is as follows [17]: 
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Above, kb is the Boltzmann constant, and m
vE is the vacancy migration energy. 

It is in this manner that ion-beam irradiations have their temperature adjusted to match neutron 
irradiation conditions. An example of this temperature shift can be seen plotted in Fig. 1.2. Based 
on this required Ns invariance and an initial irradiation temperature, if one wanted to perform the 
irradiation with 100x the initial dose rate, a temperature shift of +112 K would be required for a 
vacancy migration energy of 1 eV. In this manner, the irradiation temperature of ion-beam 
irradiations can be increased to adjust for the increase in dose rate. 

It should be noted that for the temperature shifts experienced in this project, a more advanced 
model is being investigated that calculates the required shift for the ion irradiations by matching 
the defecting/cluster migration and interactions [27]. 
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Figure 1.2. Irradiation temperature required for a given change in dose rate to maintain 
the number of defects absorbed at sinks constant, based on a reference irradiation at 473 
K. The various plots are for different vacancy migration energies [17]. 

1.2 Materials for Generation IV Reactors 

The materials under study in this thesis work are candidates for structural components in 
nuclear reactors. The Generation IV (Gen-IV) International Forum has designated six reactor 
design categories as the potential candidates for succeeding current light water reactors (LWRs). 
Table 1.1 summarizes key operating conditions as well as dose and temperature requirements for 
structural materials in said reactors. These Gen-IV designs are as follows: Very High-Temperature 
Reactor (VHTR), Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor (SFR), Supercritical-Water-Cooled Reactor 
(SCWR), Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (GFR), Lead-Cooled Fast Reactor (LFR), and Molten Salt 
Reactor (MSR). 

Table 1.1. Operating characteristics for current and proposed reactor designs [28,29]. 
   Structural Material Requirements 
Reactor Type Coolant Neutron Spectrum Dose [dpa] Temperature [°C] 
LWR Water Thermal 5-50 250-350 
VHTR Helium Thermal 5-30 650-1050 
SFR Sodium Fast 90-160 500-600 
SCWR Water Thermal/Fast 10-45 325-600 
GFR Helium Fast 50-85 550-900 
LFR Lead Fast 50-130 325-550 
MSR Fluoride Salts Thermal/Fast 100-170 525-725 

 
1.2.1 Materials Selection Challenges 

As can be seen in Table 1.1, the irradiation environments for structural components for new 
reactor designs are quite different from those seen in a typical LWR. The dose and temperature 
requirements are generally higher, and there are different coolant-material combinations than those 
seen in an LWR. 

Under irradiation, we can consider five different categories of radiation-induced damage. 
These generally occur in different dose and temperature regimes based on the melting temperature 
TM, as follows [30]: 

• Radiation hardening and embrittlement: <0.4 TM; >0.1 dpa 
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• Radiation-induced precipitation: 0.3-0.6 TM; >10 dpa 
• Irradiation creep: <0.45 TM; >10 dpa 
• Volumetric void swelling: 0.3-0.6 TM; >10 dpa 
• Helium embrittlement: >0.5 TM; >10 dpa 

These irradiation damage mechanisms are limiting factors in the materials selection process. 
The lower temperature bound is governed by the desire to avoid radiation-induced hardening or 
embrittlement while the upper bound is decided by thermal creep or helium embrittlement. Fig. 
1.3 presents a summary view of how these irradiation effects limit the operating windows of 
various materials in an irradiation environment. 

However, additional considerations beyond dose and temperature must inform the materials 
selection. The interaction between the material and the coolant must be taken into account. For 
example, many components inside current LWRs are austenitic stainless steels. These steels 
provide strong corrosion resistance in the aqueous-H20 environments. However, these alloys are 
more susceptible to void swelling and helium embrittlement due to their FCC crystal structure and 
nickel content [18,19,29]. 

 

Figure 1.3. Estimated operating temperature windows for various metals [29]. 

1.2.2 Potential Structural Materials Options 

Due to the new combinations of dose, temperature, coolant, and neutron spectrum detailed in 
Table 1.1, a different mix of structural materials are being investigated for use in Gen-IV reactors: 
ferritic martensitic (FM) or tempered martensitic steels (TMS); oxide dispersion strengthened 
(ODS) steels or nano featured alloys (NFA); austenitic stainless steels (SS); nickel-based alloys; 
graphite; refractory alloys; and ceramics. As seen in Table 1.2, the FM/TMS samples from this 
work are candidates for SFR, SCWR, GFR, and LFR designs, while the ODS/NFA samples have 
potential use in SFR and GFR systems [31]. 
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Table 1.2. Candidate materials for structural components in Gen-IV reactors. P → primary 
option. S → secondary option. Reproduced from [31]. 

Reactor 
FM/ 

TMS 
ODS/ 
NFA 

Austenitic 
SS 

Ni-based 
Alloys Graphite 

Refractory 
Alloys Ceramics 

VHTR S – – P P S P 
SFR P P P – – – – 

SCWR P S P S – – – 
GFR P P P P – P P 
LFR P S P – – S S 
MSR – – – P P S S 

 
FM steels are potential candidates for Gen-IV reactors due to their low void swelling (≤0.5% 

at doses up to ~150 dpa for certain alloys), increased toughness (low ductile-brittle transition 
temperature and high upper shelf energy as measured in a Charpie test), and good high-temperature 
ductility. However, most FM steels do not perform well above ~550 °C in terms of creep rupture 
strength. It is for this reason that ODS alloys are being considered for applications where higher 
temperatures and stresses are expected, such as fuel cladding [32–34]. See Fig. 1.4 for an example 
of how an ODS alloy greatly outperforms a traditional FM steel in creep resistance. 

 

Figure 1.4. Comparison of creep resistance between an FM steel and an ODS alloy [34]. 

1.2.3 Additional Considerations: Void Swelling and Helium Embrittlement 

Two irradiation damage phenomena that require further clarification are void swelling and 
helium embrittlement. Recall that void swelling is most often seen at irradiation temperatures of 
0.3-0.6 TM, while helium embrittlement generally occurs at temperatures >0.5 TM. Both phenomena 
generally exhibit an incubation dose of ~10 dpa (or more) and are usually more severe in FCC 
materials [30]. 

1.2.3.1 Void Swelling 

Void swelling is a phenomenon categorized as a dimensional instability. It is of importance as 
the as-fabricated geometry of a component is not preserved once void swelling begins, as shown 
in Fig. 1.5. Void swelling is only observed at higher temperatures because the vacancies that cluster 
to form voids are not mobile at lower temperatures. Once vacancies cluster, they can be stabilized 
as voids by gases or other mechanisms that govern the critical radius of a void/bubble, as shown 
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in Fig. 1.6. Void swelling results from the fact that once these vacancies are mobile and voids are 
stabilized, there is a bias between the absorption location of vacancies and interstitials. 
Dislocations preferentially absorbed interstitials, while vacancies are biased towards voids [35–
37]. 

 

Figure 1.5. Illustration of swelling of 316 SS after irradiation to 1.5×1023 n/cm2 (E>0.1 
MeV). Control geometry is on the left, while the irradiated sample is on the right [38]. 

 

Figure 1.6. Critical radius of a cavity for a different number of gas atoms ng for a dose 
rate of 10-6 dpa/s at 610 °C using (left) the ideal gas law or (right) Van der Waals forces 
[37]. 

1.2.3.2 Helium Embrittlement 

Helium embrittlement is a very important phenomenon for reactor materials. Helium is 
generated in reactor environments from (n,α) reactions. The main reaction pathway for nickel-
bearing steels is as follows [39,40]: 

 58Ni + n → 59Ni + γ ; 59Ni + n → 56Fe + α (Eq. 1.10) 

This generation of helium can lead to significantly poorer performance in tensile and creep 
ductility in concentrations as low as one atomic part per million (appm). This is because even small 
quantities of helium can lead to cavity formation within the grains and – depending on the 
temperature – even larger cavities along the grain boundaries of a material. This changes the creep 
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failure mechanism from transgranular to intergranular fracture as the grain boundary will be 
significantly weakened due to the presence of the cavities as the helium based bubbles are easily 
converted to creep cavities. The number density of these creep cavities (Nc) is important, as the 
time to creep rupture scales with 1 / cN  [40]. 

  

Figure 1.7. (Left) Creep rupture time for 316 SS after irradiation in the High Flux Isotope 
Reactor (HFIR) to 85 dpa at a range of irradiation temperatures (535-605 °C) [40,41]. 
(Right) The operating window for a structural material where many radiation-induced 
damage mechanisms are active [42]. 

1.3 Research Goals 

1.3.1 Research Prompt and Plan 

The overarching prompt guiding this work is as follows: 

Are we able to use ion-irradiated simulant conditions and nanohardness to 
predict bulk-scale tensile and shear properties of specimens to be used under 

neutron irradiation? 

This thesis work focuses on addressing the second part of the prompt – the use of nanohardness 
to predict bulk-scale properties – as it is essential to understand that correlation before answering 
the overall question. To begin investigating this task, the research plan is as follows: 

• Directly compare bulk-scale mechanical test results to nano-scale indentation results from 
neutron-irradiated materials. 

• Assess various empirical correlations between hardness and bulk-scale properties. 
• Determine best practices in utilizing nanohardness as a predictor of tensile and shear 

properties to have a path going forward for use in ion-irradiated materials. 
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1.3.2 Hypothesis 

An empirical correlation, developed using neutron-irradiated data, can be 
utilized to extract meaningful mechanical property information from the 

nanohardness of small-scale samples in order to predict both tensile and shear 
properties. 
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2 Experimental Background, Equipment, and Procedures 

2.1 Nanoindentation 

The main technique employed in this work is instrumented indentation and – more specifically 
– nanoindentation. As such, understanding the physical and mechanical aspects of this test are key. 
The three phases of an indent are loading, hold, and unloading, as shown in the load (P) versus 
displacement (h) curve in Fig. 2.1 (note that these are often referred to as load-displacement or LD 
curves). Each phase is described below as they relate specifically to nanoindentation using a 
Berkovich tip. 

 

Figure 2.1. Generic load (P) versus displacement (h) curve for an indent in a ductile solid 
[1]. 

A Berkovich tip is generally employed in nanoindentation applications due to its three-sided 
geometry, which is significantly easier to polish to a sharp point. The angles of the faces are 65.3°. 
This angle was chosen such that a Berkovich indent has the same projected contact area to depth 
relationship that a Vickers tip does. This is significant as an indent with either tip to a set depth 
will generate the same mean contact pressure. Details of the Berkovich geometry are shown in Fig. 
2.2 [1]. 

 

Figure 2.2. Berkovich tip geometry [1]. 

2.1.1 Loading 

The initial phase of an indent is loading from P = 0 to Pmax. This portion is considered to be 
fully elastic-plastic for most materials when using a Berkovich tip, as the representative strain for 
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this tip geometry is 8% [1]. However, there are a few intricacies of this phase that must be 
understood: the effects of tip rounding and initial contact. 

2.1.1.1 Tip Rounding 

Due to manufacturing imperfections and wear, Berkovich tips often deviate from theoretical 
geometry. The larger deviations, as shown in Fig. 2.3, can be accounted for by using a known 
reference sample (often fused silica) to calculate a diamond area function (DAF). These are often 
expressed as a quadratic equation, ( ) 2

p c c cA h ah bh= + , where for an ideal tip a = 24.5 and b = 0. 
The effect of this non-ideal geometry can be seen by deviations away from a smooth loading curve. 
As the loading portion is not often analyzed, these aberrations are only important for extremely 
shallow or low-load indents as long as the tip has a well-known DAF and the tip geometry is such 
that a plastic zone has formed. 

  

Figure 2.3. (Left) Effects of large-scale deviations in tip geometry. (Right) Schematic of tip 
rounding [1]. 

The effect of tip rounding is of more importance, especially for shallow indents (h ≤ 50 nm). 
This arises from the fact that a rounded tip might not form a fully plastic zone, and thus hardness 
measurements may be in error. As can be seen in Fig. 2.3, a rounded tip has two distinct regions. 
Through an initial indent depth of hs, the behavior would be similar to that of a spherical indent. 
hs is the point depth at which the spherical portion is tangent to the cone portion and can be found 
as follows: 

 ( )1- sinsh R α=   (Eq. 2.1) 

For a Berkovich tip, the equivalent cone angle α = 70.3°. As such, a rounded Berkovich tip 
with radius R behaves like a spherical indenter when hmax/R < 0.058. Thus, it is important to 
understand the tip’s geometry such that this region is avoided. Otherwise, the analysis assumptions 
of a conical indenter will be void [1]. 

2.1.1.2 Initial Contact 

For indentation data to be properly analyzed, the (0,0) point of the load-displacement (LD) 
curve must be known. Most systems find the surface (h = 0) by bringing the indenter tip into 
contact with the sample. This does find the surface, but it also leaves a small residual impression. 
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When the actual indent is measured, there is a small offset hi, as shown in Fig. 2.4. This effect can 
be negated by adding hi to all of the depths along the curves. This depth can be calculated using 
either the assumption that the initial contact is elastic (as in the case of a spherical or rounded 
indenter) or elastic-plastic. For the first case, the relationship used is: 

 mh kP=   (Eq. 2.2) 

While for the elastic plastic case, the following is used: 

 ( ) ( )1/2
2

*

2 2
3 3 tan

2
Hh P H

E
π πθ
π β

 − 
= +  

   
  (Eq. 2.3) 

As is the case, having a good understanding of the tip’s geometry (via the DAF, for example) 
is essential to accurately analyze the LD curves, especially when the maximum penetration depth 
is low [1]. 

 

Figure 2.4. Magnified view of the effect of initial penetration depth and tip rounding [1]. 

2.1.2 Hold at Maximum Load 

Once the indent reaches its target maximum load/depth, it is often customary to hold that load 
for a small amount of time to allow for any time-dependent plastic behavior to subside. This is to 
ensure that the initial portion of the unloading curve is fully elastic [1]. 

2.1.3 Unloading 

The unloading phase of the indent and LD curve is the most important portion of the test for 
the measurement of hardness. It is from this data that the contact depth (hc) and reduced modulus 
(Er) are calculated. 

Upon reaching maximum load, the indenter tip is in contact with the specimen to depth hc and 
has the configuration seen in Fig. 2.5. The depth of the point of contact to the original surface 
location is designated ha. Note that this point can be either below or above the original surface 
depending on whether pile-up or sink-in phenomena are seen. 
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Figure 2.5. (Left) Schematic of a conical indenter at maximum load and fully unloaded 
during an indent and (right) the associated LD curve [1]. 

As unloading begins, the material behaves elastically, and the contact area remains constant. 
This initial portion of the curve is used to calculate the reduced modulus by fitting a power law 
curve to the data and applying the following equations from Oliver and Pharr [2]: 

 * 1
2

dPE
dh A

π
=   (Eq. 2.4) 

 
/
max

c max
P

h h
dP dH

ε= −  (Eq. 2.5) 

Above, A is calculated using the contact depth, hc. For a conical indenter, ε = 2(π – 2)/π ≈ 0.72. 
However, experimental work has shown that for a Berkovich tip, the use of ε = 0.75  yields 
improved results [1]. 

After the initial linear elastic portion of the unloading curve, the contact area begins to change 
as the material no longer conforms to the shape of the indenter. The location of this “lift-off” moves 
along the contact face from r = a to r = 0 as the indenter unloads from hmax to he. This change in 
contact area results in the deviation from linearity seen in the LD curves of elastic-plastic 
indentations. 

2.2 Summary of Samples 

2.2.1 ATR Irradiated 

Initial work of this thesis focused on eight alloys. Five tempered martensitic steels (TMS) and 
three nanostructured ferritic alloys (NFA) were selected from the large ATR-2 irradiation 
campaign organized by UC Santa Barbara (UCSB) [3]. Samples were irradiated in the Advanced 
Test Reactor (ATR) at Idaho National Laboratory in the SSJ2 tensile bar geometry, as shown in 
Fig 2.6. Table 2.1 summarizes the compositions as well as the irradiation conditions (dose and 
temperature) of these alloys. The samples experienced a mid-core flux peak of ≈2.3 × 1014 n/cm2-
s (En

 > 0.1 MeV). During the irradiation, the samples saw a total fluence and damage rate of ≈4 
×1021 n/cm2 and ≈3.5 × 10-7 dpa/s, respectively. Temperatures were calculated independently by 
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both UCSB and INL using detailed finite element methods. Combining these calculations, the 
average irradiation conditions were 320±10 °C and 6.5 dpa (except for the MA956 sample that 
saw 4.4 dpa). After irradiation, bulk mechanical properties measurements were performed at Los 
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). Tensile tests were performed on all of the alloys in the 
LANL Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Facility (CMR) Wing 9 hot cells. More details about 
the irradiation, experimental procedures, and results can be found in [3–6]. 

Table 2.1. Nominal compositions (wt.%) [3], irradiation temperature (Tirr) [5], and dose 
for neutron-irradiated samples [6]. 

Alloy Cr W Mo Ni C Ti Y V Si Al Fe Tirr [°C] 
Dose 
[dpa] 

T91 8.4 - 0.5 - 0.1 - - - - - bal. 320±10 6.49 
HT9 12.0 0.5 0.9 0.5 0.2 - - 0.3 0.2 - bal. 320±10 6.49 
NF616 8.8 1.9 0.5 0.2 0.1 - - 0.2 0.2 - bal. 320±10 6.49 
F82H 7.7 2.0 - - 0.1 - - 0.2 0.2 - bal. 320±10 6.49 
EuroFer97 9.0 1.1 - - 0.1 - - 0.2 0.2 - bal. 320±10 6.49 
MA956 20 - - - 0.04 0.4 0.5 - - 4.5 bal. 320±10 4.36 
MA957 14 - 0.3 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.25 - - 0.1 bal. 320±10 6.49 
14YWT 14 3 - - - 0.4 0.25 - - - bal. 320±10 6.49 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Nominal dimensions of the SSJ2 tensile specimen geometry used in samples 
from the ATR-2 irradiation. Samples for nanoindentation samples were cut from the blue 
cross-hatched areas after tensile testing at LANL. All dimensions are in millimeters [7]. 

After tensile testing at LANL, the grip ends of the tensile bars were sectioned into smaller 
samples and shipped to UC Berkeley (UCB) for further analysis. Small coupons were cut from the 
grip ends (blue cross-hatched areas in Fig. 2.6) of the tensile specimens. These reduced-volume 
specimens were thin squares with an edge length of ~1 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm (see Fig. 
2.7). By reducing the volume in this manner, the activity was lowered by ~98% from the original 
SSJ2 specimens. These smaller samples exhibited average dose rates of 19 and 0.6 mR/hr at 0 and 
30 cm (full accounting of dose rates can be found in Table 2.2). As such, the same samples from 
the tensile testing were able to be safely handled and tested by UCB personnel for direct 
comparison of results. The mounting, preparation, and testing of these samples are detailed in 
Section 2.3. 
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Table 2.2. Dose rates measured by UCB personnel using a Ludlum model 44-38 
beta/gamma detector of samples from ATR-2 irradiation. 

Alloy 
UCB Dose Rate 

@ 0 cm [mR/hr] @ 30 cm [mR/hr] 
T91 13.0 0.3 
HT9 2.6 0.1 
NF616 14.0 0.35 
F82H-IAEA 5.0 0.15 
EuroFer97 10.0 0.3 
MA956 12.0 0.4 
MA957 48.0 2.2 
14YWT-ORNL 50.0 1.2 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Optical microscope image of the ATR-irradiated F82H-IAEA sample after 
being sectioned from the grip ends of the tensile specimen. These samples were mounted 
and polished for subsequent nanoindentation [7]. 

2.2.2 BOR60 Irradiated 

As part of a university-led Department of Energy project, many samples were irradiated in the 
BOR60 reactor in Russia. The sample geometry was standard for transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) discs, which were either punched or laser-cut from thin sheets of the stock material. This 
method of manufacture had implications for shear punch testing, which will be discussed later. 
The discs were ≈3 mm in diameter and had thicknesses of 220-300 μm. Capsules of forty-four (44) 
discs each were loaded into the reactor. The containers were divided into two sets based on a 
targeted irradiation temperature (360 °C and 400 °C). In 2014, multiple capsules containing the 
same mix of TEM discs were loaded into the reactor with plans to remove them at different times 
to achieve varying doses. This work looks at samples from two of the first batches of capsules 
removed from the reactor in late 2014 – P027 and P033. Table 2.3 summarizes the irradiation 
conditions for these two capsules. 
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Table 2.3. Summary of the target and actual conditions for TEM capsules irradiated in 
BOR60 for IRP work. 

Capsule 
Target 

Temp/Dose [°C/dpa] 
Actual 

Temp/Dose [°C/dpa] 
P027 360/20 376/17.1 
P033 400/40 415/18.6 

 
Table 2.4. List of samples sent to UCB after shear punch testing form the BOR60 
irradiations. 

Capsule Alloy IRP ID 
P027 
376 °C 
17.1 dpa 

αFe Fzz 
Fe9Cr M02 
Fe12Cr M11 
Fe21Cr32Ni A35 
800H H03 
HT9 C03 
T91 T02 

P033 
415 °C 
18.6 dpa 

αFe F17 
Fe9Cr M21 
Fe12Cr M36 
HT9 C61 
T91 T28 
NF616 N28 

 
After being shipped to the US in late 2015, characterization of the samples began in early 2016. 

Part of this effort was shear punch testing (SPT) at LANL. As a result of the testing process, the 
original TEM discs were partitioned into smaller ≈1 mm discs and larger donuts, as shown in Fig. 
2.8. Thirteen different samples – listed in Table 2.4 – were shipped to UCB. LANL calculations 
predicted that both pieces combined would exhibit dose rates of 220 and 7 mR/hr at 0 and 30 cm, 
respectively. Initial plans were to work with and test the smaller center discs (punches), as this 
would reduce the activity per sample by ≈89%. However, during tests performed on the control 
samples, it was determined that the increase in handling difficulty and time of using the punches 
was not worth and would negate the activity reduction. After receipt at UCB, the samples were 
mounted, prepared, and tested as described in Section 2.3. 
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Figure 2.8. Image of TEM disc after shear punch testing, which yields a small disc and 
donut. 

2.3 Sample Preparation 

To prepare the radioactive samples from ATR and BOR60 for nanoindentation, they were 
mounted in custom-designed, stainless-steel holders. These sample holders were designed to 
provide additional shielding during handling, prevent rapid over-thinning during polishing by 
recessing the sample in a blind hole machined to a depth specific for each sample, and to serve as 
a mount for subsequent nanoindentation and analysis work. The initial design used for the ATR 
samples was two pieces with the bottom section used to house the sample having a diameter of 1 
inch, as shown in Fig. 2.9. After mounting the samples in the bottom part using SPI Crystalbond 
509, a Buehler MiniMet™ 1000 Grinder-Polisher was used to prepare the mounted sample 
surfaces for testing. Grinding on silicon carbide papers was used to provide an initially flat surface 
and reduce surface scratching. Diamond suspensions of 6 µm, 3 µm, and 1 µm were then 
sequentially used to polish the surface to a finish suitable for nanoindentation at the depths used 
in this work. Both polishing and grinding steps were performed wet with ethanol to limit dust 
dispersion. After a thorough cleaning to remove any loose contamination from the holders, the 
samples were ready for nanoindentation. All of this work was performed in a fume hood designated 
for radioactive material use, as shown in Fig. 2.10. With guidance from the UCB Environmental 
Health & Safety (EH&S) Radiation Safety team, standard operating procedures (SOP) for this 
polishing operation were created and formally approved by the campus (see Appendix). 
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Figure 2.9. (Left) Photograph and (right) cross-sectional schematic of original sample 
holder design used for ATR samples [7]. 

  

Figure 2.10. Photographs of polishing setup in a radioactive material fume hood in 1140 
Etcheverry Hall. (Left) A close up of the MiniMet semi-automatic polisher. (Right) An 
overview of the space including lead walls and surface sheets for shielding. 

After working with the ATR samples, a few modifications were made to the polishing 
procedure. First, grinding papers coarser than 400 grit were avoided, as the material removal rate 
was simply too fast for semi-automatic polishing. Second, the sample holders were re-designed, 
as shown in Fig. 2.11. To minimize wobble of the sample in the MiniMet, the bottom portion of 
the holders was increased in diameter to 1.25”. To accommodate this, the top cap diameter was 
enlarged to 1.5”. The samples from BOR60 generally arrived with better surface finishes that the 
ATR set, as shown in Fig. 2.12. As such, the recessed pockets for sample mounting were made 
deeper to expose less of the sample. These changes yielded better surface finishes. The bottoms of 
the sample holders were also modified to incorporate a large external thread. This thread allowed 
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for a more secure attachment to the nanoindentation system using custom stage adapters. The 
detailed drawings of both revisions of the design can be found in the Appendix. 

  

Figure 2.11. (Left) Photograph and (right) cross-sectional schematic of updated three-
piece sample holder design with increased diameter used for BOR60 samples. 

  

Figure 2.12. Optical microscope images of the BOR60 HT9 samples before shear punch 
testing. (Left) C03 from the P027 capsule. (Right) C61 from the P033 capsule. 

2.4 Indentation Experiments 

2.4.1 Indentation System 

The main workhorse for this thesis work was the Micro Materials Limited (MML) system. 
While there were other nanoindentation systems available for use, the MML system was chosen 
as it is the only one certified by campus safety personnel to test radioactive samples. To make this 
system ready for use with these specific high-activity radioactive materials, an SOP was developed 
by the author and then certified by campus EH&S (see Appendix). The MML system, shown in 
Fig. 2.13, is located in a small, modular room directly adjacent to the fume hood where samples 
are polished in 1140 Etcheverry Hall. The system itself sits in an acrylic box, which acts as an 
environmental chamber. The enclosure reduces air currents over the sample during testing and can 
be purged with various gases to help combat oxidation. This latter feature is mainly used for high-
temperature tests. The MML system has the capability to heat both the indenter tip and sample to 
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over 750 °C. However, this work did not employ this capability and focused solely on room 
temperature indentation as both the tensile and shear punch testing was also performed at room 
temperature. Inside the acrylic enclosure, the MML system sits atop a vibration-damping air table. 

  

Figure 2.13. (Left) Image of main components of the MicroMaterials Platform3 system. 
This system was used for all of the radioactive samples. (Right) Schematic of mechanical 
setup for NanoTest components. 

The MML system has two different indentation setups – the NanoTest and the MicroTest. Both 
operate using a pendulum system and indent samples horizontally. The indenter tips are mounted 
at the bottom of pendulums, while permanent magnets are mounted at the top. The movement of 
the pendulums and thus the force for indentation is applied via controlling voltages to 
electromagnets that sit opposite the top ends of the pendulums. Force is calibrated via the control 
software by hanging a set of weights of known mass on the bottom end of the pendulums and 
determining the voltage required to move the pendulum. The depth-sensing feature of the system 
is supplied by capacitive measurements between two plates, one of which is mounted to the 
pendulum while the other is fixed. During an indent, load and depth are calculated and recorded 
from the voltage applied to the electromagnet and the capacitance. 

The MML system is also equipped with an optical microscope, which can be used to visualize 
the sample and to locate/place indents via optical inspection. The offsets between the focal point 
of the microscope and the tip of the indenter must be calibrated each time the tip is changed. 

2.4.2 Nanoindentation Parameters 

For nanoindentation, the NanoTest option of the MML system was employed. The NanoTest 
uses the low load head, which has a maximum force of 500 mN. Using a diamond Berkovich tip, 
indents were performed to various depths ranging 300-1000 nm. The quasi-static indentation 
method was employed using a depth-controlled end condition. The indents were performed as 
follows: load at 1.0 mN/s to the desired depth, hold for 10 s, and then unload at 2 mN/s. A total of 
10 indents for each depth and sample was conducted. To avoid plastic-zone overlap (discussed 
further below), the indents were spaced as listed in Table 2.5. Note that the spacing-to-depth ratio 
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is always above 20. Hardness (H) and reduced modulus (Er) were calculated using the Oliver & 
Pharr method [2]. The data collected was further analyzed utilizing the Nix & Gao model [8] to 
determine the indentation size effect (ISE) for each alloy. 

Table 2.5. Spacing for indentations performed with the MML system. 

System Indent Size Spacing [μm] 
Spacing to 

Depth Ratio 
NanoTest 300 nm 15 50 
 500 nm 20 40 
 750 nm 25 33 
 1000 nm 25 25 
MicroTest 200 gf (≈5 μm) 130 ≈26 

 
2.4.3 Micro-indentation Parameters 

Microhardness measurements were performed on the control and irradiated conditions of the 
ATR sample set to compare results at the length scales used in previous studies – traditional 
microhardness – to those from nanoindentation. Using the MML MicroTest system with the high 
load head enabled, microhardness was captured using a diamond Berkovich tip. While this tip 
geometry is different from the Vickers indenters used previous studies and the correlations used 
later in this work [9,10], the relationship between the two hardness measurements is well 
established at these larger length scales and will be discussed later. Ten indents were performed 
on each specimen in the load-controlled mode as follows: load for 20 s to 1960 mN (200 gf), hold 
for 7 s, unload for 15 s. Spacing for the indents was set at 130 μm, as shown in Table 2.5. As the 
system recorded load and depth, the hardness was calculated using the Oliver & Pharr method [2] 
using an ideal Berkovich area function. 

While the MicroTest system can apply loads up to 20 N (2.04 kgf), smaller loads were chosen 
as the samples were of limited thickness (≈180-200 μm after polishing). The average depth of the 
200 gf indents in this study was ≈5 μm. There is some consensus among the scientific community 
that the plastic zone of an indent extends 5-10 times the depth [11–15]. If the plastic zone is 
assumed to be hemispherical, the indents must be spaced at least 10-20 times the depth to avoid 
overlap – so >50-100 μm in this case. Thus, for these small radioactive samples, to avoid sampling 
the bottom of the material and to minimize the area strained by indentation, smaller loads were 
chosen. 

2.4.4 Analysis methods 

2.4.4.1 Hardness and Reduced Modulus 

During testing, each indent generates a load-displacement (LD) curve. To create a hardness 
versus depth profile, each sample is tested at multiple final depths. As such, many LD curves are 
captured for each sample, as shown in Fig. 2.14. From these curves, hardness and reduced modulus 
data can be extracted from the unloading curves using the Oliver & Pharr method. After extracting 
these two parameters from the curves, depth profiles of hardness are generated, such as the one 
shown in Fig. 2.14. From these profiles, Nix and Gao analysis can be performed using Eq. 2.6 [8]. 

 
*

0

1H h
H h

= +  (Eq. 2.6) 
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By plotting hardness squared (H2) versus the reciprocal of the indentation depth (1/h), 
indentation size effect (ISE) analysis allows both a characteristic hardness (H0) and depth (h*) to 
be extracted from the data. H0 is the hardness exhibited by the material in the case of an infinitely-
deep indent where ISE does not contribute to additional hardening. h* is a length that characterizes 
the dependence of this increased hardness on depth (i.e., a large h* indicates that ISE plays a role 
even for deep indents) [8]. By performing a linear regression ( y mx b= + ) on the ( )2 1H h−   data, 
these two values can be calculated as follows: 

 *
0 ;  /H b h m b= =   (Eq. 2.7) 

These types of analyses are more important for control samples where defect densities are 
generally lower than those for irradiated materials [16]. They are also extremely important for ion-
irradiated samples, where the irradiation zone does not extend to depths where ISE no longer plays 
a role. For samples where the material is more or less homogenous, simple Nix-and-Gao-type 
analysis can be performed, as shown in Fig. 2.15. 

  

Figure 2.14. (Left) Sample load-displacement curves from a set of increasingly deep 
indents on a sample. (Right) Hardness profiles of control and neutron-irradiated 
conditions. Curves are taken from the ATR-irradiated 14YWT sample. 
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Figure 2.15. Example of Nix & Gao ISE analysis performed on the control and neutron-
irradiated T91 samples from the ATR set. 

2.5 Correlations 

This thesis focuses on the correlation of nano-scale hardness to bulk-scale mechanical 
properties. As mentioned previously, similar correlations have been studied in the past using 
Vickers microhardness [9,17–19]. Thus, this work investigates the relationship between traditional 
Vickers hardness testing, bulk-scale tensile and shear testing, and nanohardness. 

2.5.1 Vickers Microhardness and Berkovich Nanohardness 

A large portion of historical data on reactor-material hardness was captured using traditional 
Vickers hardness testing procedures and was used to derive many of the correlations this work 
utilizes. In order to apply these correlations, the difference in units, as well as type of contact area 
used between Vickers hardness (HV) and instrumented indentation hardness (H), must be 
analyzed. The HV values from the correlations were measured in standard diamond pyramid 
hardness tests (DPH) and use kgf/mm2 for units and the actual surface area of the residual 
impression to calculate a nominal contact pressure. While the Meyer hardness (H) values from this 
study were measured with instrumented indentation testing (IIT), use GPa for units, and calculate 
a mean contact pressure using the projected contact area. 

For traditional diamond pyramid hardness testing, a load on the order of 1-5 kgf is applied 
through a four-sided Vickers indenter to the sample. The load is held for 10-15 s and then removed. 
The diagonals of the residual indent are measured, and then the Vickers hardness (HV) or Diamond 
Pyramid hardness (DPH) is calculated from the load (P) and the diagonals (d) as follows: 

 
2 21

2 1 2

2sin(136 / 2) 1.8544
[ ( )] avg

PHV DPH P
d d d

°
= = =

+
 (Eq. 2.8) 

In this equation, HV has units of kgf/mm2. It is very important to note that the area used in 
these hardness numbers is the actual contact area calculated from an ideal indenter geometry by 
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optically measuring the residual imprints, in contrast to IIT where the area used is the projected 
contact area. Thus, when using IIT hardness in the correlations, the differences between the 
physical test and measurement methods must be taken into consideration. For clarity, traditional 
Vickers testing method will be referred to as DPH, and measures denoted HVDP, while values of 
Vickers hardness converted from other types of testing will be denoted as HVx, where x references 
the testing procedure. 

The theoretical conversion between the two measures is [1]: 

 94.5HV H=   (Eq. 2.9) 

It should be noted that Eq. 2.9 only accounts for the two differences described above and not 
for any ISE differences. This requires the use of H values where depth does not play a large role. 
In this study, we use nanohardness values from 1000-nm deep indents as well as the characteristic 
hardness (H0) converted to a Vickers-equivalent hardness number (HVIIT) in an attempt to avoid 
size effects. The HVIIT data is used to predict tensile properties based on previously published 
empirical correlations. 

Many of the primary differences between DPH and IIT are related to how a DPH indent is 
measured optically – including effects of edge versus diagonal measurements as well as pile-up 
morphology. When measuring optically, the area calculated tends to be associated with a larger 
depth than the instrumented IIT contact depth. Also, the contact depth is dependent on where along 
the edge the measure is taken, as shown in Fig. 2.16. The Oliver-Pharr method uses a cone with 
equivalent DAF for analysis, and thus calculates a shallower contact depth than the one associated 
with the diagonals in DPH. This difference in measurement technique leads to generally lower 
hardness values for DPH versus IIT in materials that exhibit elastoplastic behavior. For both IIT 
and DPH, the methods for calculating area assume that the contact area is straight-sided, as 
depicted by the red-dashed lines in Fig. 2.18. When pile-up is present, this leads to an under-
prediction of the actual projected contact area, denoted by the white lines in Fig. 2.18. This effect 
tends to decrease with indentation depth and is less severe for control materials at shallow indent 
depths, as shown in Fig. 2.19 [20]. 

 

Figure 2.16. Differences between measuring across an edge bisect versus across the 
diagonal. Surface profiles shown are for example indents in annealed copper with a 
diagonal length of ~2 mm. Blue text was added to original figure from [21]. 
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Figure 2.17. Visual representation of areas measured using different techniques. Note how 
hc,O-P is always less than hc

V. This results in different measures of hardness. Hmax and 
associated plane were added to original figure from [22]. 

 

 

Figure 2.18. Effects of pileup on actual contact area (white outline) versus calculated area 
(red dashed outline) for (left) control and (right) irradiated materials [20]. 

 

Figure 2.19. Plot of underestimation of projected contact area as a function of indentation 
depth for both control and irradiated samples [20]. 

In addition to how the area is calculated, the physical differences between a Vickers and 
Berkovich test must be considered. Most analyses of IIT curves are performed using a 
representative cone and then adjusted using an epsilon factor to account for the actual geometry of 
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the indenter at hand. Using the slope of the unloading curve, the contact depth is measured as 
shown in Eq. 2.10. 

 
/

max
c max

P
h h

dP dh
ε= −  (Eq. 2.10) 

Also, the slope used in the equation above is also often corrected as the original derivation 
assumes that the residual indentation is straight sided. This correction factor, β, varies by study, 
but a value of 1.05 is a commonly used. β attempts to account for the geometric difference between 
pyramidal indenter and an axisymmetric cone and the resulting deviation of the elastic recovery 
from expected. 

 1
measured

dP dP
dh dhβ

=  (Eq. 2.11) 

For the optical measurements of DPH indents, these factors are not considered. The only 
assumption is that upon unloading, elastic recovery only occurs parallel to the indenter axis with 
no recovery in-plane. Thus, the diagonals of the residual imprint are assumed to represent those 
under full load. 

The morphology of the pile-up also affects the measured area. Hardie et al. analyzed numerous 
indents in control and irradiated material to assess this morphology. As shown in Fig. 2.20, for 
materials that exhibit strain-hardening, the pile-up tends to be less steep and broader, while 
materials with little to no strain-hardening exhibit very steep and confined pile-up. [20]. For the 
control samples that exhibit strain-hardening behavior, we expect the difference between the depth 
optically measure for DPH (hc

V) and depth calculated via the Oliver-Pharr method (hc,O-P) to be 
markedly greater than for samples that do not strain harden, such as irradiated ones. As pile-up is 
much more severe at the midpoint of an edge than at the corner of an indent where there are more 
constraints on the system, the difference between the true contact height and the original surface 
is smallest at the corners. Thus for the control samples where pile-up is less severe, using the max 
depth (hmax, defined as the distance between deepest penetration and original surface) to calculate 
the hardness from IIT may provide results more in line with traditional DPH testing. 

 
Figure 2.20. Plot of pile-up morphology for (left) control and (right) irradiated indents of various 

indentations depths [20]. 

Another factor to take into account is the physical difference between a four-sided Vickers tip 
and a three-sided Berkovich. Sakharova et al. performed many FEM calculations on real indenter 
geometries (with tip-rounding) to investigate the difference in hardness captured by Berkovich 
(Hb) and Vickers (Hv) indenters. They discovered that the ratio Hv/Hb is always less than 1 (i.e., 
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Berkovich hardness is always greater) and that it is a linear function of hf/hmax – where hf is the 
residual depth of the indent [23]. For the MML system used in this work, this ratio can be 
calculated from the elastic recovery parameter (ERP). 

 0.038 0.947f
v b sakh b

max

h
H H H

h
γ

 
= + = 
 

 (Eq. 2.12) 

 1max f f

max max

h h h
ERP ERP

h h
−

= ∴ − =  (Eq. 2.13) 

For most of the materials in this study, the ERP averages less than 0.10, and thus the correction 
factor is close to unity (0.98<γsakh<1). 

For the control samples of the ATR set, there are HVDP measurements available using 
traditional DPH techniques at 500 gf load. As part of this work, these DPH results are compared 
directly to micro-Berkovich IIT measures at 200 gf load using the following schemes: 

1. Traditional Oliver-Pharr 
a. Calculate Hb using projected contact area from hc,O-P 
b. Convert Hb to HVIIT using 94.5 factor 

2. O-P with Sakharova Correction 
a. Calculate Hb using projected contact area from hc,O-P 
b. Convert Hb to HVIIT using 94.5 and γsakh factors 

3. Maximum Depth 
a. Calculate Hb using projected contact area from hmax 
b. Convert Hb to HVIIT using 94.5 factor 

4. Maximum Depth with Sakharova Correction 
a. Calculate Hb using projected contact area from hmax 
b. Convert Hb to HVIIT using 94.5 and γsakh factors 

In a subsequent section, a comparison of nanohardness and microhardness measurement 
techniques with these different pre-processing methods will be analyzed to determine the best 
method for using the IIT measures of hardness in the bulk mechanical property correlations. 

2.5.2 Tensile Stress and Hardness 

Once nanohardness and tensile testing had been performed on the sample set, empirical 
correlations linking these two measures could be analyzed. This work uses two different empirical 
correlations developed previously. 

The first correlation was developed by Milot [10] and is based on measurements of standard 
DPH and tensile test data from a large number of reactor pressure vessel steels with a wide range 
of constitutive properties. Milot’s expression correlates the absolute value of tensile yield (σy) to 
Vickers hardness (HV). For the case of σy: 

 2.82 114y HVσ = −  (Eq. 2.14) 
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The second correlation developed by Busby et al. in [9] compares changes in Vickers hardness 
(∆HV) to changes in yield stress (∆σy).  Based on collecting a significant number of data points 
found in the literature for both austenitic and ferritic materials, this relationship was defined as 
follows:  

 3.06y HVσ∆ = ∆  (Eq. 2.15) 

For both Eqs. 2.14 and 2.15, σy has units of MPa, and HV has units of kgf/mm2. By combining 
Eq. 2.9 with Busby’s and Milot’s empirical correlations, IIT microhardness (H) or change in 
microhardness (∆H) could be used to estimate the yield stress (σy) or change in yield stress (∆σy) 
as follows: 

 266.5 114y Hσ = −  (Eq. 2.16) 

 289.17y Hσ∆ = ∆  (Eq. 2.17) 

Eqs. 2.16 and 2.17 were the forms of the equation used in this work. For clarity, tensile property 
values calculated from nanohardness will henceforth be referred to as σni. 

2.5.3 Shear Stress and Tensile Stress 

For the BOR60 samples, tensile testing was not viable due to sample geometry. Thus, shear 
punch testing (SPT) was performed at LANL by Dr. Tarik Saleh and his team. In order to compare 
nanohardness to SPT results, the shear stresses must first be correlated to tensile stresses. In theory, 
there exists a linear relationship as follows. 

 y ymσ τ=   (Eq. 2.18) 

In Eq. 2.18, σy is the traditional 0.2% offset tensile yield stress, while τy is the 1.0% offset shear 
yield stress. According to the Von Mises yield criterion, 3 1.73m = ≈ . A large number of 
previous studies have examined this correlation to validate it empirically [10,24–28]. There is a 
general agreement that 1.7-1.8m ≈ . For this work, the value of 1.77m =  from Maloy et al. [28] 
will be used, as there is a strong overlap in material selections between those results and the ones 
presented here.  

We are also interested in comparing nanohardness to maximum shear stress. For that 
comparison, a different correlative equation must be used. Due to the larger strains and 
deformations involved in SPT than in tensile tests, correlating τmax with σuts is significantly more 
challenging. Karthik et al. proposed using a different m factor [27]. 

 1
uts max maxm

sf
σ τ τ= =  (Eq. 2.19) 

Above, the shearing factor sf is 31
3 ( )n

n  , and n is the strain hardening exponent. For a one-
size-fits-all approach, 1.29m ≈ . For brittle materials that exhibit little to no strain hardening, m 
approaches the value used for yield ( 1.77 or 3m = ) as in Eq. 2.18. For a very ductile material, 
m approaches 1.10. The key takeaway is that the m factor for τmax is always less than or equal to 
the one used for τy [27]. As no tensile data was captured on the BOR60 data set, using the shearing 
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factor is not feasible. As such for this work when comparing H to τmax, we will generally use m = 
1.29 for the control samples where samples are expected to display some strain hardening and m 
= 1.77 for the irradiated samples where little strain hardening is expected. 

Thus, by combing Eqs. 2.18 and 2.19 with Eqs. 2.16 or 2.17, we can compare the results from 
SPT to nanohardness as follows. 

 150.56 62.41y Hτ = −  (Eq. 2.20) 

 163.37y Hτ∆ = ∆  (Eq. 2.21) 
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 (Eq. 2.23) 

Eqs. 2.20–2.23 will be used when directly comparing SPT values to nanohardness. For clarity, 
shear property values calculated from nanohardness will henceforth be referred to as τni. 

2.5.4 Accounting for Deviations from the Correlations 

Once hardness values are converted to tensile or shear properties, we will next look at how 
well the calculated values match with the measured properties. The first method will be to look at 
the magnitude of the error – in both relative and absolute terms – for each alloy and bulk measure, 
as shown in Eq. 2.24. This allows us to look at how well the correlation performs at the individual 
sample level. 
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σ σ
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 (Eq. 2.24) 

To determine the efficacy of a specific correlation and data processing method, we will perform 
a linear regression analysis on the calculated versus measured data. Methods with the best 
predictions will exhibit slopes close to 1. 

 ni tensile

ni SPT

m
m

σ σ
τ τ

=
=  (Eq. 2.25) 

This second method will allow us to quickly assess which empirical correlation and pre-
processing methods work best, while the first method will allow us to determine if there are any 
specific alloy/condition combinations that need additional attention. 
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3 Results 

3.1 LANL Tensile/Shear Punch results 

3.1.1 Tensile Testing 

Tensile tests were performed on all of the samples from the ATR set at the LANL Chemistry 
and Metallurgy Research Facility (CMR) Wing 9 hot cells. An Instron 5567 machine was used to 
load the samples at a strain rate of 5 × 10-4 1/s at room temperature. During the test, the load 
applied and displacement were recorded. From this data and the geometry of the samples, 
engineering stress and strain were calculated. Results of the tensile tests are summarized in Table 
3.1, which lists yield and ultimate engineering stresses for all eight alloys in both conditions. More 
details about the experimental procedures and results can be found in [1]. 

Table 3.1. Engineering stress results from tensile tests on ATR sample set in control and 
irradiated conditions. All values are in MPa [1]. 

Alloy 
Control 

sy≈σy suts 
Irradiated 

sy≈σy suts 
Delta 

∆sy≈∆σy ∆suts 
T91 610 ± 0 730 ± 6 1030 ± 35 1090 ± 17 420 ± 35 360 ± 18 
HT9 555 ± 7 757 ± 6 1090 ± 14 1163 ± 17 535 ± 16 406 ± 18 
NF616 735 ± 7 860 ± 4 1110 ± 14 1144 ± 15 375 ± 16 284 ± 15 
F82H 521 ± 3 627 ± 3 888 ± 55 957 ± 39 367 ± 55 330 ± 39 
EuroFer97 528 ± 18 651 ± 7 925 ± 28 965 ± 21 398 ± 33 314 ± 22 
MA956 690 ± 0 763 ± 4 1073 ± 11 1074 ± 10 383 ± 11 311 ± 11 
MA957 1033 ± 4 1178 ± 9 1245 ± 21 1312 ± 28 213 ± 22 134 ± 29 
14YWT 1635 ± 7 1826 ± 30 1730 ± 14 1862 ± 8 95 ± 16 36 ± 31 

 
Engineering stress and strain utilize the original geometry of the sample through-out and do 

not account for any dimensional changes. Engineering stress (s) and strain (e) can be calculated 
from the load applied (P), cross-sectional area (A), and gauge length (l) as follows: 

 
0 0

;P ls e
A l

∆
= =  (Eq. 3.1) 

This data can be converted to true stress and strain. These measures account for the change in 
length and cross-sectional area. Up until the onset of necking, true stress (σ) and strain (ε) can be 
calculated as follows: 

 (1 ); ln(1 )s e eσ ε= + = +  (Eq. 3.2) 

After the onset of necking (where volume changes begin to happen), true stress and strain must 
be calculated via actual measurements of the geometry or other methods [2]. For this work, we are 
interested in true yield and indentation flow stresses. As yield generally occurs at very low strains, 
sy ≈ σy. Numerous previous studies have shown that the representative strain for a Berkovich 
indenter is approximately 8% [3–7]. Thus for this study, the flow stress in which we are interested 
is ( 0.08)σ ε = , which we will simply refer to as σflow from now on. As Eq. 3.2 only applies to 
situations where elongation is uniform, it cannot be used on all samples. As shown in Table 3.2, 
only three samples experience uniform elongation to εflow – the control conditions of HT9, MA956, 
and MA957. Thus, other methods must be employed to find σflow. This was accomplished by Maloy 
et al. [1] via finite element modeling (FEM). 
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Table 3.2. Uniform elongation results (engineering and true) from tensile tests on ATR 
sample set in the control and irradiated conditions. All values are in percent [1]. 

Alloy 
Control 

eu εu 
Irradiated 

eu εu 
T91 6.80 ± 0.68 6.58 ± 0.10 0.99 ± 0.12 0.98 ± 0.12 
HT9 9.43 ± 0.39 9.01 ± 0.04 4.04 ± 0.71 3.96 ± 0.18 
NF616 5.40 ± 0.80 5.25 ± 0.15 0.61 ± 0.06 0.61 ± 0.09 
F82H 5.33 ± 0.02 5.19 ± 0.00 0.60 ± 0.01 0.60 ± 0.02 
EuroFer97 6.91 ± 0.20 6.68 ± 0.03 0.71 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.03 
MA956 9.09 ± 0.52 8.70 ± 0.06 0.22 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.06 
MA957 9.93 ± 0.39 9.46 ± 0.04 6.09 ± 0.76 5.91 ± 0.13 
14YWT 0.90 ± 0.05 0.89 ± 0.06 1.18 ± 0.08 1.17 ± 0.07 

 
After capturing the tensile data at LANL, the engineering stress-strain curves were converted 

to true stress-strain curves – s(e) to σ(ε) – by colleagues at UC Santa Barbara (UCSB). To 
accomplish this, an iterative FEM process was employed. Input parameters for potential σ(ε) 
functions were modified until the predicted s(e) curves converge to those measured. This process 
is described in detail in [1,8]. These σ(ε) curves were used to determine σflow by selecting the 

( 8%)σ ε =  data point from the UCSB-derived curves. This process and the associated curves are 
detailed in Figs. 3.1-3.4. Results from the determination of σflow are summarized in Table 3.3. The 
values of σy and σflow will be utilized later in this work in the empirical correlations. 

Table 3.3. Results from the determination of σflow using σ(ε) curves. All values are in MPa. 

Alloy 
Control 

σflow 
Irradiated 

σflow 
Delta 

∆σflow 
T91 795 1129 308 
HT9 823 1272 415 
NF616 927 1101 160 
F82H-IEA 679 862 169 
EuroFer97 710 905 179 
MA956 822 1024 187 
MA957 1266 1440 161 
14YWT-ORNL 1756 1893 137 
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Figure 3.1. Engineering, true, and FEM stress-strain curves for tensile testing of ATR 
sample set [1]. Labeled points indicate values used for σflow. 

  

Figure 3.2. Engineering, true, and FEM stress-strain curves for tensile testing of ATR 
sample set [1]. Labeled points indicate values used for σflow. 
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Figure 3.3. Engineering, true, and FEM stress-strain curves for tensile testing of ATR 
sample set [1]. Labeled points indicate values used for σflow. MA956 data was previously 
unpublished. 

  

Figure 3.4. Engineering, true, and FEM stress-strain curves for tensile testing of ATR 
sample set [1]. Labeled points indicate values used for σflow. 14YWT data was previously 
unpublished. 

3.1.2 Shear Punch 

After being shipped to the US in late 2015, characterization of the BOR60-irradiated samples 
began in early 2016. As part of the characterization efforts, shear punch testing was performed at 
LANL. The 3-mm TEM discs were clamped in a custom designed shear-punch rig shown in Figs. 
3.5 and 3.6, which was set up in the in the Wing 9 hot cells of CMR at LANL. A 1.03-mm punch 
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was loaded using an Instron screw-driven frame while both load and extension data were captured. 
The load data is converted to effective shear stress (ESS) as follows: 

 / / ( )eff deformed punch diskP A P D hτ π= =   (Eq. 3.3) 

Above, τeff is the ESS, P is the load, and Adeformed
 is the shear area defined as the punch 

circumference, πDpunch, times the sample thickness, hdisc. 

 

Figure 3.5. Two-dimensional cutaway schematic of shear punch rig used on the BOR60 
samples in the Wing 9 hot cells at LANL [9]. 

 

Figure 3.6. Images taken in hot cell of (top) the disassembled shear punch rig and sample, 
(bottom left) the assembled bottom portion and TEM disc, (bottom middle) the complete 
shear punch assembly, and (bottom right) TEM discs after testing where the sample has 
been both fully and partially punched [9]. 
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This ESS-extension data is then used to calculate the 1% offset shear yield as well as ultimate 
shear stress. One of the challenges of this testing was accurately measuring the thickness of each 
disc. As many of the discs were manufactured via punching from larger sheets, they developed 
cupping and burrs, as shown in Fig. 3.8. One of two methods corrected these thicknesses. As a few 
samples had already been tested before this complication was discovered, these samples were 
corrected by utilizing measurements of the other samples from the same raw sheet material. After 
the discovery of the complication, samples were measured using a micrometer with 1/16” ball tip 
ends rather than flats to improve accuracy. In the dataset, samples that were corrected for thickness 
after testing are designated by a “C” after the sample ID. Fig. 3.7 presents various τeff versus 
extension plots for T91 samples irradiated in BOR60. 

 

Figure 3.7. Example of data from shear punch testing performed at LANL on various T91 
samples irradiated in BOR60. For the T41 sample, the thickness measurement was suspect. 
T41-C1 data was corrected to the thickness of the other P027 sample – T02. T41-C2 data 
was corrected to the thickness of the P033 sample – T27. 

As can be seen in the data for the T02 and T28 samples, the cupping of the samples affected 
the beginning of the loading curves when the curved samples were being flattened. While this 
affects the look of the curves, it does not appear to have a significant effect on the values of τy or 
τmax. The results from the testing are summarized in Tables 3.4 and 3.5, which also highlight the 
thirteen samples sent to UCB for NI testing. All of the samples sent to UCB were measured for 
thickness using the ball-end micrometer. As such, the results for τy and τmax were captured directly 
from the load-displacement curves without the need to apply any corrections after the fact [9]. 
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Table 3.4. Data from shear punch testing performed at LANL on IRP samples from the 
BOR60-irradiated P027 capsule. w column indicates thickness. Samples highlighted in 
orange were sent to UCB after SPT for NI testing [9]. 

Capsule Alloy IRP ID w [mm] τy [MPa] τmax [MPa] Notes 
P027 
376 °C 
17.1 dpa 800H 

H02 0.271 410 665.3 Potential error in w 
H02-C 0.258 475 698.0 Corrected 

H03 0.258 470 680.0  

αFe 
F00 0.291 215 301.2  
Fzz 0.288 215 312.0 ID unreadable 

Fe12Cr 

M10 0.297 305 418.2 Potential error in w 
M10-C 0.230 385 540.0 w to other P027 sample 

M11 0.230 360 510.0  

Fe21Cr32Ni 

A02 0.259 348 490.7 Potential error in w 
A02-C 0.245 360 519.0 w to other P027 sample 

A35 0.245 370 524.0  

Fe9Cr  

M00 0.287 270 376.0 Potential error in w 
M00-C 0.243 310 444.0 w to other P027 sample 

M02 0.243 300 458.7  

HT9  
C00 0.229 510 716.7  
C03 0.230 520 726.0 Good Micrometer 

T91  

T02 0.248 445 583.0  
T41 0.279 370 487.8 Potential error in w 

T41-C1 0.248 420 548.0 w to other P027 sample 
T41-C2 0.229 440 594.0 w to other P033 sample 

 
Table 3.5. Data from shear punch testing performed at LANL on IRP samples from the 
BOR60-irradiated P033 capsule. w column indicates thickness. Samples highlighted in 
orange were sent to UCB after SPT for NI testing [9]. 

Capsule Alloy IRP ID w [mm] τy [MPa] τmax [MPa] Notes 
P033 
415 °C 
18.6 dpa 

αFe 
F16 0.291 197 290.4  
F17 0.295 195 297.0  

Fe12Cr 

M35 0.292 320 442.2 Potential error in w 
M35-C 0.228 394 566.0 w to other P033 sample 

M36 0.228 360 512.7  

Fe9Cr 
M19 0.219 280 424.4  
M21 0.218 265 436.0  

HT9 

C61 0.241 480 669.0 Good micrometer 
C23 0.263 420 578.5 Potential error in w 

C23-C1 0.241 440 631.0 w to other P033 sample 
C23-C2 0.229 460 664.0 w to other P027 Sample 

NF616 
N27 0.250 410 574.9  
N28 0.263 395 584.0  

T91 
T27 0.229 372 539.6  
T28 0.239 390 556.0  

 
 

As a result of the testing process described previously, the original TEM discs were partitioned 
into a smaller ≈1 mm discs and larger donuts. After receipt at UCB, the samples were mounted, 
prepared, and tested as described in previously. 
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Figure 3.8. Example of cupping and burrs resulting from punch-type manufacturing of 
TEM samples. 

3.2 Nanohardness 

3.2.1 ATR Sample Set 

After preparing the tensile coupons as described previously, both the control and ATR-
irradiated samples were tested for nanohardness using the MML system. The hardness profiles for 
each alloy are shown in Fig. 3.9. For the full hardness and reduced modulus profiles, see the 
Appendix. As discussed previously, we will only directly use the 1000-nm hardness (H1000) values 
in the correlations to avoid indentation size effects. These H1000, as well as ∆H1000 values, are 
summarized in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6. H1000 data from ATR-irradiated samples, for use in correlative analysis. 

Alloy 
Control 

H1000 [GPa] 
Irradiated 

H1000 [GPa] 
Delta 

∆H1000 [GPa] 
T91 3.37 ± 0.06 4.40 ± 0.11 1.03 ± 0.13 
HT9 3.13 ± 0.06 4.29 ± 0.08 1.16 ± 0.10 
NF616 4.10 ± 0.11 4.44 ± 0.11 0.35 ± 0.16 
F82H 3.25 ± 0.05 4.36 ± 0.50 1.11 ± 0.51 
EuroFer97 3.05 ± 0.12 3.71 ± 0.15 0.66 ± 0.19 
MA956 3.92 ± 0.10 5.07 ± 0.17 1.15 ± 0.20 
MA957 5.01 ± 0.10 5.35 ± 0.15 0.35 ± 0.18 
14YWT 6.64 ± 0.12 6.53 ± 0.19 -0.10 ± 0.22 
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Figure 3.9. Hardness profiles for samples irradiated in ATR campaign. 

After capturing the nanohardness data, each alloy and condition were analyzed using the Nix 
& Gao method [10]. All data points were included in the ISE analyses. The full results from all 
samples are summarized in Table 3.7. 

Table 3.7. Summary of results from ISE analyses of ATR sample set. 

Alloy 
Control 

H0 [GPa] h* [nm] 
Irradiated 

H0 [GPa] h* [nm] 
Delta 

∆H0 [GPa] ∆h* [nm] 
T91 3.05 ± 0.05 251 ± 14 4.44 ± 0.05 -5 ± 7 1.39 ± 0.07 -256 ± 15 
HT9 3.05 ± 0.06 104 ± 15 4.27 ± 0.07 71 ± 10 1.22 ± 0.09 -33 ± 18 
NF616 4.07 ± 0.05 -1 ± 8 4.43 ± 0.07 26 ± 11 0.36 ± 0.09 27 ± 14 
F82H 3.10 ± 0.05 151 ± 12 4.74 ± 0.32 163 ± 55 1.64 ± 0.32 12 ± 57 
EuroFer97 3.04 ± 0.05 78 ± 12 3.71 ± 0.07 37 ± 13 0.67 ± 0.09 -41 ± 18 
MA956 3.75 ± 0.05 121 ± 11 5.13 ± 0.05 14 ± 7 1.39 ± 0.08 -107 ± 13 
MA957 4.59 ± 0.08 175 ± 12 5.32 ± 0.07 35 ± 8 0.73 ± 0.10 -141 ± 15 
14YWT 6.92 ± 0.03 -66 ± 3 6.74 ± 0.09 4 ± 9 -0.18 ± 0.10 70 ± 9 
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Examples of how this analysis was performed are shown for the T91 and F82H alloys in Figs. 
3.10 and 3.11, respectively. T91 exhibits a typical pattern for many alloys. The control condition 
displays a measurably stronger size effect than the irradiated condition. Note that for the irradiated 
condition, the h* value is negative. However, due to the extreme depth insensitivity of the hardness, 
the linear analysis has a low R2 value. As such, the negative slope (and thus h*) should be taken as 
qualitative rather than quantitative. For the F82H sample, we again see a strong size effect in the 
control sample. However, we also see a similar size effect in the irradiated sample. This may seem 
at odds with expected at first, but there are two mitigating factors. First, both of the h* values are 
less than 200 nm, which was the shallowest indent performed. As hardness data is not available 
where *

ch h< , caution should be taken to assess the values as purely quantitative measures. 
Secondly, there is evidence that below 100 nm the form of the Nix & Gao equation no longer 
applies [11]. While this does not apply to the F82H, it does apply to several other samples in both 
conditions. We can say in general that after irradiation H1000, and H0 all increase, while h* 
decreases. This trend indicates that irradiation damage reduces the size effect while increasing the 
hardness, as expected. 

 

Figure 3.10. Plots for Nix & Gao indentation size effect analyses of the T91 sample in (left) 
control and (right) ATR-irradiated condition. 

 

Figure 3.11. Plots for Nix & Gao indentation size effect analyses of the F82H sample in 
(left) control and (right) ATR-irradiated condition. 

3.2.2 BOR60 Sample Set 

3.2.2.1 Shear Punch Study 

Before using the discs or donuts from the LANL SPT testing for nanoindentation, we wanted 
to determine whether the deformation from the SPT would affect the hardness results. If so, we 
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also wanted to determine in which regions this effect was seen. To accomplish this, two different 
control samples – copper and HT9 – were tested in the LANL SPT rig and then sent to UCB for 
nanoindentation. 

Nanoindentation was performed on both the disc and donut of each sample at various radial 
positions. For this study, r = 0, 500, and 1500 correspond to the center of the disc, the interface 
(outer edge of the disc, the inner edge of donut), and the outer edge of the donut, respectively. 
Indents were performed every 35-40 μm at depths of both 500 and 1000 nm. Images of the HT9 
SPT disc and donut after NI testing are shown in Fig. 3.12. Data from the results of the 1000 nm 
indents are shown in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14. As can be seen in the figures, there is clearly an area near 
the interface where hardness results are affected. For the copper sample, the change is evidenced 
by an increase in hardness, while the HT9 displays a drop in Er and an increase in hardness only 
on the donut. Either way, the results tend to stabilize 100 μm away from the interface. Similar 
results were seen in the 500-nm indents, but the changes near the interface were less pronounced. 
After looking at the results, we feel confident in using the discs or donuts for nanoindentation 
testing after SPT testing as long as testing is performed 100 μm away from the punched edge. 

  

Figure 3.12. Images of HT9 SPT (left) disc and (right) donut after nanoindentation testing. 
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Figure 3.13. Nanoindentation profile of HT9 disc and donut after SPT testing using 1000-
nm indents. 

 

Figure 3.14. Nanoindentation study of copper disc and donut after SPT testing using 1000-
nm indents. 

3.2.2.2 Hardness Results from BOR60-Irradiated SPT Samples 

Initially, the plan was to use the SPT discs to test for NI hardness. However, after working 
with the copper and HT9 cold samples during the initial study performed discussed above, it was 
determined the increases in handling difficulty and time needed to manipulate the smaller center 
portions – both of which would increase dose exposure time – were not worth the activity reduction 
associated with the disc. Also, the donuts provided a significantly reduced likelihood of dropping 
or losing the sample due to a more secure grip with tweezers and easier ability to see the samples 
with the naked eye. As such, the donuts were used for indentation testing. 
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Using the method described in previous sections, all thirteen of the samples were tested using 
the MML indenter. Hardness profiles from the testing are plotted by alloy in Fig. 3.15. For full 
hardness and reduced modulus profiles of each alloy and condition, please see the Appendix. For 
purposes of use in the correlations, the H1000 values are summarized in Table 3.8. 

Table 3.8. H1000 data from BOR60-irradiated samples, for use in correlative analysis. 

Alloy 
P027: 376 °C, 17.1 dpa 

H1000 [GPa] 
P033: 415 °C, 18.6 dpa 

H1000 [GPa] 
HT9 4.99 ± 0.19 4.83 ± 0.14 
T91 4.30 ± 0.07 4.05 ± 0.09 
NF616 -- 4.19 ± 0.09 
800H 4.66 ± 0.09 -- 
21Cr32Ni 3.95 ± 0.10 -- 
12Cr 3.88 ± 0.13 3.94 ± 0.15 
9Cr 3.22 ± 0.09 3.18 ± 0.44 
αFe 2.35 ± 0.10 2.14 ± 0.02 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15. Hardness profiles for samples irradiated in BOR60. P027 samples were 
irradiated to 17.1 dpa at 376 °C. P033 samples were irradiated to 18.6 dpa at 415 °C. AR 
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indicates control samples, where data was captured previously during testing of ATR- or 
MIBL-irradiated samples, as no specific BOR60 control samples were available. 

As can be seen in the hardness profiles, we generally do not see large differences in hardness 
between the two irradiation conditions. αFe is the only alloy where we notice significant 
differences between the P027 and P033 capsules. This is not entirely unexpected as the doses are 
quite close and there is a large amount of experimental uncertainty in the temperature of the 
samples due to measurement techniques employed by the BOR60 reactor. So the difference 
between reported irradiated temperatures – 376 °C and 415 °C – may not be indicative of actual 
Tirr nor would it capture any temperature excursions. For the data presented in Fig. 3.15, the control 
data presented was captured during previous testing and is included for reference. Note that the 
large error bars on the shallowest data point of the 800H hardness profile result from how the 
hardness was taken using a different indentation schedule where data was captured every 5 nm by 
quasi-static indents. The large error bars result from the binning scheme employed in the figures. 

After capturing the nanohardness data, each alloy and condition was analyzed using the Nix & 
Gao method [10]. As seen in Fig. 3.15, nearly all samples display an increase in hardness from 
200 nm to 300 nm. This is likely a systemic artifact from a combination the polishing procedure 
and sample geometry. For the BOR6-irradiated samples, the hardness values for hc = 200 nm were 
not included in the ISE analyses. The results of the analyses are summarized in Table 3.9. Fig. 
3.16 shows ISE plots for both conditions of the αFe alloy. Both conditions exhibit small size effect, 
but h* for the sample with the higher Tirr is the greater of the two. This is a trend is seen on all of 
the samples ( * *

P027 P033h h< ) except for the Fe9Cr alloy. This is not wholly unexpected, as size effect 
is partially determined by the density of strength-determining features [10], and a high density of 
irradiation-induced dislocation loops can reduce ISE [11–13]. Thus, the higher irradiation 
temperature may exhibit stronger ISE as more of radiation-induced defects were annealed out. 

Table 3.9. Summary of results from ISE analyses of BOR60 sample set. 
 P027: 376 °C, 17.1 dpa P033: 415 °C, 18.6 dpa 
Alloy H0 [GPa] h* [nm] H0 [GPa] h* [nm] 
HT9 5.16 ± 0.08 -35 ± 14 4.84 ± 0.05 -2 ± 10 
T91 4.39 ± 0.03 -35 ± 7 4.18 ± 0.04 -25 ± 9 
NF616 -- -- 4.34 ± 0.05 -31 ± 10 
800H 4.69 ± 0.04 17 ± 8 -- -- 
21Cr32Ni 3.93 ± 0.04 9 ± 9 -- -- 
12Cr 3.92 ± 0.05 -7 ± 13 3.96 ± 0.05 27 ± 13 
9Cr 3.10 ± 0.05 83 ± 15 3.24 ± 0.10 38 ± 31 
αFe 2.28 ± 0.04 75 ± 18 2.01 ± 0.03 150 ± 16 
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Figure 3.16. Plots for Nix & Gao indentation size effect analyses of BOR60-irradiated αFe 
sample from capsules (left) P027 and (right) P033. 

3.3 Microhardness 

In addition to the nanohardness measurements, all samples were tested for microhardness using 
the higher-load head of the MML system, described previously. Indents were performed using 
1960 mN (200 gf) load using a Berkovich tip, and hardness was calculated from the load-
displacement curves using the Oliver and Pharr method. As a reminder, microhardness captured 
using IIT is designated Hμ (or HVμ if converted to traditional Vickers hardness number using 

94.5HV Hµ µ= ). Results from the microhardness testing are presented in Tables 3.10 and 3.11. 

Table 3.10. Summary of microhardness measurements for ATR sample set. Meyer hardness 
(H) values are reported as the averages plus/minus the standard deviations for 1960-mN 
(200-gf) indents in GPa. These values are also converted to Vickers hardness (HVμ) in units 
of kgf/mm2 for reference. 

 Control ATR-Irradiated Delta 
Alloy Hμ HVμ Hμ HVμ ∆Hμ ∆HVμ 

T91 3.13 ± 0.03 296 ± 3 4.12 ± 0.02 389 ± 2 0.99 ± 0.04 93 ± 3 
HT9 3.20 ± 0.04 302 ± 4 4.65 ± 0.24 440 ± 22 1.45 ± 0.24 137 ± 23 

NF616 3.78 ± 0.07 357 ± 7 4.45 ± 0.05 421 ± 5 0.67 ± 0.09 63 ± 8 
F82H 2.76 ± 0.06 261 ± 5 4.04 ± 0.33 382 ± 31 1.28 ± 0.33 121 ± 31 

EuroFer97 2.83 ± 0.04 268 ± 4 3.56 ± 0.12 337 ± 11 0.73 ± 0.12 69 ± 12 
MA956 3.67 ± 0.06 346 ± 6 4.75 ± 0.08 449 ± 7 1.09 ± 0.10 103 ± 9 
MA957 4.86 ± 0.07 459 ± 7 5.22 ± 0.08 494 ± 7 0.36 ± 0.10 34 ± 10 
14YWT 7.02 ± 0.10 663 ± 9 6.65 ± 0.19 629 ± 18 -0.36 ± 0.21 -34 ± 20 
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Table 3.11. Summary of microhardness measurements for BOR60 sample set. Meyer 
hardness (H) values are reported as the averages plus/minus the standard deviations for 
1960-mN (200-gf) indents in GPa. These values are also converted to Vickers hardness 
(HVμ) in units of kgf/mm2 for reference. 

 P027: 376 °C, 17.1 dpa P033: 415 °C, 18.6 dpa 
Alloy Hμ HVμ Hμ HVμ 
HT9 4.43 ± 0.06 419 ± 5 4.02 ± 0.04 379 ± 4 
T91 3.60 ± 0.18 341 ± 17 3.52 ± 0.04 333 ± 4 
NF616 -- -- 3.54 ± 0.05 335 ± 5 
800H 3.33 ± 0.36 314 ± 34 -- -- 
21Cr32Ni 3.15 ± 0.06 297 ± 6 -- -- 
12Cr 3.24 ± 0.05 306 ± 5 3.23 ± 0.05 305 ± 5 
9Cr 2.67 ± 0.05 253 ± 5 2.75 ± 0.09 260 ± 8 
αFe 1.88 ± 0.02 178 ± 2 1.66 ± 0.04 157 ± 3 

 
3.4 Correlations between Measures of Hardness 

Next, statistical analysis was used to compare the raw data between techniques. After 
establishing the connection between test methods, nanohardness was input into the empirical 
correlations to determine efficacy. For all of the analyses presented in this section, the full suite of 
regression statistics from the can be found in the Appendix. 

3.4.1 Using Nanoindentation as Measure of Bulk Microhardness 

As many of the empirical correlations used in this work with were originally derived using 
DPH Vickers hardness (HVDP) employing large loads, the relationship between micro- and 
nanohardness must be verified.  

Thus, H1000, H0, and Hμ are compared in Fig. 3.17. To quantify this relationship between the 
three measures, linear regression analysis was performed on the following y(x) sets: H1000(Hμ), 
H0(Hμ), and H1000(H0). The results of these analyses, broken down by condition, are presented in 
Table 3.12. For both the control and ATR-irradiated condition, all three measures track extremely 
well with deviations less than 4% ( 0.96 1.04m< < ). For the BOR60-irradiated condition, H1000 
and H0 correspond very well (m = 0.990), but both of these measures tend to over-predict Hμ by 
approximately 21%. A possible reason for this over-prediction has to do with the physical 
geometry of the post-SPT samples. They are quite thin and likely have a small burr on one side at 
the inner radius. If the burr were face-down during mounting, there would only be a small area of 
direct mechanical contact with the holder. With the larger loads required for Hμ, the test could 
either exhibit a small amount of sample flex or compression of the CrystalBond. This would lead 
to increased depths during loading and thus lower Hμ values. 
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Table 3.12. Results from linear regression analyses of various microhardness measures 
with intercept set to zero (b = 0). 

 y: H1000    x: Hμ  y: H0    x: Hμ y: H1000    x: H0 
Sample Set m R2 m R2 m R2 

Control 1.020 ± 0.026 0.996 1.002 ± 0.019 0.997 1.017 ± 0.020 0.997 
ATR 1.014 ± 0.018 0.998 1.031 ± 0.024 0.996 0.983 ± 0.010 0.999 
BOR60 1.203 ± 0.021 0.996 1.216 ± 0.018 0.997 0.990 ± 0.006 1.000 
Nirr 1.096 ± 0.025 0.990 1.111 ± 0.018 0.997 0.986 ± 0.005 0.999 
All 1.073 ± 0.020 0.990 1.078 ± 0.021 0.990 0.994 ± 0.007 0.999 

 

 

Figure 3.17. Comparison of different measures of microhardness using linear regression 
analysis. Hni and H0 refer to H1000 and characteristic hardness values captured via 
nanoindentation, respectively. 

On all of the sample sets, these measures correlate very well with each other – less than 8% 
average difference across all three sets. These results are interesting in several ways. First, the 
magnitude of these deviations from Hμ are quite small and most often within the error of 
measurements for the irradiated samples. Thus, using direct nanohardness measurements to 
quantify IIT microhardness is reasonable for deeper nano-indents in alloys that exhibit weak ISE, 
as is most often seen in neutron-irradiated samples. Second, characteristic hardness, H0, tracks 
remarkably well with microhardness in both conditions. The use of characteristic hardness is 
particularly important for samples that exhibit stronger size effects and indispensable for ion-
irradiated samples where deep indents are simply not possible.  

In summary, using either H1000 or H0 rather than Hμ in the correlations is a viable option for 
specific cases where microhardness measurements are not feasible. 

3.4.2 Comparison of Indenter Tip and Data Processing Methods 

Another key aspect of using nanohardness in the empirical correlations is to confirm how HIIT 
and HDP relate. To accomplish this, DP hardness values captured via traditional Vickers hardness 
testing will be compared directly to HIIT numbers according to the methods presented previously. 
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UCSB performed 500-gf DPH testing on the control samples of the ATR set. These results are 
shown in Table 3.13. 

Table 3.13. Diamond Pyramid Hardness (DPH) testing results from UCSB on the control 
condition of the ATR sample set using 500 gf. DPH values are captured via post-test optical 
measurement of the indent. Values are presented in traditional DPH [kgf/mm2

contact] as well 
as converted to units of Meyer hardness [GPa or 106 mN/mm2

projected] for reference. 
 Control – 500 gf 

Alloy HVDP HDP 
T91 246.9 ± 2.6 2.61 ± 0.03 
HT9 264.1 ± 8.2 2.79 ± 0.09 
NF616 279.4 ± 26.1 2.96 ± 0.28 
F82H 208.2 ± 5.7 2.20 ± 0.06 
EuroFer97 219.0 ± 2.2 2.32 ± 0.02 
MA956 247.1 ± 3.6 2.61 ± 0.04 
MA957 374.8 ± 4.9 3.97 ± 0.05 
14YWT 502.8 ± 5.7 5.32 ± 0.06 

 
3.4.2.1 Comparison Using Two Samples and Two Micro-Tip Geometries 

First, IIT microhardness was performed on two of the ATR control samples – MA956 and 
NF616 – at 1961 and 4903 mN (200 and 500 gf) loads. These load displacement results were then 
processed using the methods described previously and summarized below: 

• Traditional Oliver-Pharr (O-P) Analysis – hc 
• O-P with Sakharova Correction – hc and γsakh 
• Maximum Depth Analysis – hmax 
• Maximum Depth with Sakharova Correction – hmax and γsakh 
• Direct Optical Measurement of Residual Imprint 

The results of this analysis using a Berkovich tip is presented in Fig. 3.18. The same testing 
was performed using a Vickers tip, and results are presented in Fig. 3.19, which also includes the 
results from the UCSB DPH. As can be seen in the charts, using hmax versus hc has the biggest 
impact on Hμ,IIT. Utilizing the Sakharova correction [14] only has a small effect. This is due to the 
minimal elastic recovery of these samples, which leads to γsakh approaching unity (0.982 on 
average). In general, the average difference between IIT Hμ,b and Hμ,v for a given data pre-
processing method is less than 5%. This gives confidence that using a Berkovich rather than a 
Vickers tip should not greatly affect the output of the empirical correlations. For the Berkovich 
tip, Hμ,optical matches best with measures of Hμ that use hc. Conversely for the Vickers tip, Hμ,optical 
correlates better with measures of H using hmax. 
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Figure 3.18. Comparison of data processing methods on the control condition of MA956 
and NF616 using a Berkovich tip on the MML MicroTest system. “H_DP_UCSB” data is 
provided for reference and was captured using DPH testing. 

 

Figure 3.19. Comparison of different data processing techniques applied to the HIIT results 
using a Vickers tip with UCSB DPH for the control MA956 and NF616 samples. 

For both geometries, Hμ,hmax values correlate better with HDP values. However, except for the 
Hμ,v,hmax and Hμ,v,hmax,sakh of the NF616 sample, all Hμ,IIT values are higher than the corresponding 
HDP. This could be a result of sample/mount geometry. We know that the Er should not change 
significantly with indentation depth. Looking at Fig. 3.20, we observed a drop in Er between the 
200 and 500 gf indents on both samples. Interestingly, we also see decreasing hardness between 
the 200 and 500 gf indents. This data indicates that the overall system compliance is changing with 
the load and that ISE is still a factor. This is likely due to a combination of the thin sample and 
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underlying CrystalBond. As such, Hμ,optical should provide more accurate results as that method is 
not sensitive to overall compliance. 

 

Figure 3.20. Comparison of hardness and reduced modulus values between loads and 
indenter tip geometries. 

3.4.2.2 Further Study Using Micro-Berkovich Tip and All Control Samples1 

As Berkovich tips are the norm for nanoindentation, the results from the micro-indentation 
study described previously were promising in that using a Berkovich tip rather than a Vickers 
would not introduce large sources of error. 

To increase confidence, IIT microhardness was performed on all of the control samples to 
determine whether or not the same trend of Hμ,hmax matching with HDP applied. For this study, only 
200 gf indents were performed to avoid the any ISE of substrate effects. Again, all the data for 
Hμ,IIT were pre-processed using the four methods described previously. The results are plotted in 
Fig. 3.21. As in the previous study, the best agreement between HDP and Hμ,IIT occurs when hmax 
and γsakh are used to process the data from the load-displacement curves, with a correlation factor 
of 1.065 ± 0.021. The 6.5% average difference could be attributed to ISE in this instance, as the 
loads were different. 

                                                 
1 The study mentioned in the previous section (3.4.2.1) was actually performed after this study, temporally, due 

to the timing of procuring a Vickers tip for the MML MicroTest system. 
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Figure 3.21. Comparison of IIT microhardness (converted to units of HV) to DPH testing 
from UCSB using different data pre-processing methods. The subscripts “c” and “max” 
refer to whether the contact or maximum depth was used to calculate H. The subscript 
“sakh” indicates that the Sakharova correction was applied to the data. 

 

Figure 3.22. Idealized profile of ISE-induced hardness increase ( 0ISEH H H= − ) using 
data from control T91 Nix and Gao analysis. Highlighted points correspond to hardness 
tests under consideration in this study. 

While traditional microhardness tests are generally considered to be well outside the range of 
ISE-induced hardening, there still can be an effect. Fig. 3.22 plots an idealized HISE curve utilizing 
the data from the Nix and Gao analysis of the control T91 sample, where HISE = H – H0. As can be 
seen, there is a small amount of additional hardening due to test size even for 500 gf DPH. More 
importantly, there is a difference in HISE for the 200 and 500 gf indents. In the case of control T91, 
this amounts to a theoretical 2% difference in H. Accounting for a 1-2% increase in Hμ,IIT over 
HDP, the correlation factor for utilizing hmax and γsakh approaches unity. This result is in line with 
the more detailed work performed on the MA956 and NF616 control samples and increases 
confidence the Berkovich IIT hardness can be used in the empirical correlations if the data is 
processed correctly. 
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3.4.2.3 Application of IIT-DPH Results to Nanoindentation 

After analyzing HIIT and HDP at the same length scale, attention was shifted to using 
nanohardness. Utilizing the same pre-processing methods described previously, Hni was compared 
with HDP, utilizing H1000 and H0. The results from utilizing these different methods are shown in 
Tables 3.14 and 3.15.As can be seen in Fig. 3.23, the nanohardness results from the control samples 
do not correlate as well as the microhardness results. The same trend of using hmax and γsakh 
producing the best match with HDP continues with nanohardness. However, even this pre-
processing method overestimates by a significant amount (m = 1.113±0.039). Another interesting 
result from this analysis is that H0 does not correspond with HDP well at all (m = 1.269±0.039). 
While this may seem like the ISE analysis did not find the correct value, remember that H0 is the 
characteristic hardness for IIT, not optically-measured hardness. This result points again to IIT and 
DPH reporting fundamentally different hardness based on how the area is measured [15]. 

Table 3.14. Results from applying different pre-processing methods to calculating 
nanohardness data at 1000 nm from control samples. 

 Control H1000 Using Method: 
Alloy hc hc,sakh hmax hmax,sakh 
T91 6.64 ± 0.12 6.51 ± 0.11 5.61 ± 0.07 5.51 ± 0.07 
HT9 3.05 ± 0.12 2.99 ± 0.12 2.76 ± 0.10 2.72 ± 0.09 
NF616 3.25 ± 0.05 3.20 ± 0.05 2.96 ± 0.04 2.91 ± 0.04 
F82H 3.13 ± 0.06 3.08 ± 0.06 2.82 ± 0.05 2.77 ± 0.05 
EuroFer97 3.92 ± 0.10 3.85 ± 0.10 3.48 ± 0.07 3.42 ± 0.07 
MA956 5.01 ± 0.10 4.92 ± 0.10 4.37 ± 0.08 4.29 ± 0.08 
MA957 4.10 ± 0.11 4.03 ± 0.11 3.64 ± 0.08 3.58 ± 0.08 
14YWT 3.37 ± 0.06 3.31 ± 0.06 3.02 ± 0.04 2.97 ± 0.04 

 
Table 3.15. Results from applying different pre-processing methods to calculating 
nanohardness data at 1000 nm from ATR-irradiated samples. All values are H1000 in GPa. 

 ATR-Irradiated H1000 Using Method: 
Alloy hc hc,sakh hmax hmax,sakh 
T91 6.53 ± 0.19 6.41 ± 0.19 5.47 ± 0.14 5.36 ± 0.13 
HT9 3.71 ± 0.15 3.64 ± 0.14 3.35 ± 0.11 3.30 ± 0.11 
NF616 4.36 ± 0.50 4.29 ± 0.49 3.88 ± 0.38 3.81 ± 0.37 
F82H 4.29 ± 0.08 4.22 ± 0.08 3.84 ± 0.06 3.78 ± 0.06 
EuroFer97 5.07 ± 0.17 4.98 ± 0.17 4.39 ± 0.14 4.31 ± 0.13 
MA956 5.35 ± 0.15 5.26 ± 0.15 4.63 ± 0.12 4.55 ± 0.12 
MA957 4.44 ± 0.11 4.37 ± 0.11 3.98 ± 0.09 3.92 ± 0.08 
14YWT 4.40 ± 0.11 4.32 ± 0.11 3.88 ± 0.07 3.81 ± 0.07 
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Figure 3.23. Comparison of IIT nanohardness to DPH testing from UCSB (converted to 
units of H) using different data pre-processing methods. 

3.4.3 Summary of “Correlations between Measures of Hardness” 

Results utilizing different indenter tip geometries, data pre-processing methods, and length 
scales have been presented. The following conclusions can be drawn: 

• Hμ, H0, and H1000 for instrumented indentation agree extremely well when ISE does not 
play a significant role. Hμ and H0 correspond well in cases where ISE is stronger. This 
result allows us to be confident in utilizing IIT nanohardness to estimate bulk IIT hardness 
using either H0 or H1000, whichever the sample allows. 

• Correlating nano and micro HIIT with HDP by employing hmax to calculate the area and the 
Sakharova correction returns the best results. However, these studies were only performed 
using eight un-irradiated samples. Additional control, as well as irradiated samples, would 
need to be tested to have higher confidence in this result. Going forward, utilizing hmax and 
γsakh will be investigated when applying the empirical σ correlations, but the other pre-
processing methods will also be used for completeness. 

3.5 Applying Nanohardness to Empirical Bulk Property Correlations 

Now, the correlation between nanohardness and bulk mechanical properties is evaluated. For 
all correlations, the theoretical factor to convert Meyer to Vickers hardness (HV = 94.5 H) is 
employed. 

3.5.1 Correlating Tensile Properties to Nanohardness 

For the ATR sample set, we compare Hni to σy and σflow using the Milot and Busby correlations.  

 2.82 114HVσ = −  (Eq. 3.4) 

 3.06 HVσ∆ = ∆  (Eq. 3.5) 
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Utilizing the results presented previously, the Milot and Busby correlations were applied to the 
H1000 and H0 data captured on all of the control and ATR-irradiated samples. First, the method of 
using hc in the area evaluation was employed to calculate hardness and characteristic hardness, as 
this is the standard way in which HIIT is calculated. Fig. 3.24 plots the results of this analysis. If 
the empirical correlations predicted tensile yield stress perfectly, the data points would fall directly 
on the green lines. The dashed lines indicate a 10% deviation from the prediction. Linear regression 
analysis was performed on the following y:x datasets for each correlation and condition with b = 
0 to calculate a fitting slope (m): σni:σy and σni:σflow. 

 

Figure 3.24. Plot of measured tensile properties versus calculated σni for the Milot 
correlation using H1000 and hc. 

In addition, specimen-by-specimen error analysis was performed to calculate the absolute error 
(δ), the magnitude of the error (|δ|), and the skewness of the error2 (γ1) as defined below. These 
error statistics are detailed in Tables 3.16 and 3.17 for each case of y

xσ , where x indicates either 
yield or flow, and y indicates either the control (AR) or neutron-irradiated (IRR) condition. 
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As can be seen in Fig. 3.24, the Milot correlation produces mixed results when using H1000 as 
the input hardness. All of the control tensile yield stresses are vastly over-predicted except for 
14YWT with m = 1.163 and δ  = 28%. The correlation works better on the flow stress of the 
control samples when predicting AR

flowσ , with all specimens predicted to within 15%, m = 0.982 and 
δ  = 6.8%. Statistically, the Milot correlation performs best on IRR

yσ , with only a slight over-
prediction IRR

yσ  and m = 1.009.  The large over-predictions for F82H and MA956 dominate the 
δ  value of 7.8%, but the other six specimens are predicted to within 6%. For IRR

flowσ , the Milot 
                                                 
2 The skewness of the error measures how asymmetric the distribution of individual δ’s are around the average 

error. A positive value indicates heavy on the right tail (more points above the average), while a negative indicates a 
heavy left tail. Care should be taken to infer too much quantitatively in this case, and n is quite low (8). 
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correlation has a low average error of -1.5%. However, the overall efficacy is not as strong, with 
a large spread of individual errors and m = 0.939. Overall, the Milot correlation shows the most 
promise when using H1000 when predicting AR

flowσ  and IRR
yσ . These deviations are expected for the 

following reasons. As noted previously, hardness measurements do not theoretically correlate with 
yield stress, as indentation measurements involve a finite plastic strain that results in corresponding 
strain hardening which varies from both alloy and condition. Thus, it is expected that σy will tend 
to be underpredicted by the hardness data used in the correlations. Further, the improvement in the 
irradiated condition is due to reduced strain hardening and the fact that IRR

yσ  is similar to IRR
flowσ . 

Overall, the correlation shows promise for predicting the tensile yield properties of irradiated steels 
(as well as σflow for un-irradiated samples). 

Table 3.16. Comparison of errors in predicting tensile properties using depth-specific 
nanohardness (H1000) in the Milot correlation to calculate σni compared to the actual tensile 
test data. Negative errors indicate an under-prediction, while positive errors indicate an 
over-prediction. 

 Milot Error [%] Using H1000 
 Control Nirr 

Alloy 
AR
yσ   AR

flowσ  IRR
yσ  IRR

flowσ  

T91 28.4 -1.5 2.8 -6.2 
HT9 29.9 -12.4 -5.5 -19.0 
NF616 33.1 5.5 -3.6 -2.7 
F82H 44.5 10.9 18.1 21.6 
EuroFer97 32.3 -1.7 -5.6 -3.4 
MA956 34.7 13.1 15.3 20.8 
MA957 18.2 -3.6 5.4 -8.9 
14YWT 1.2 -5.8 -6.0 -14.1 

Avg. δ 28 ± 13 0.6 ± 8.7 2.6 ± 9.7 -1.5 ± 15 
Avg. |δ| 28 ± 13 6.8 ± 4.7 7.8 ± 5.7 12 ± 7.8 
Slope m 1.163 0.982 1.009 0.939 

m std. dev. 0.056 0.026 0.032 0.046 
R2 0.9839 0.9951 0.9932 0.9832 
γ1 -1.255 0.200 0.805 0.872 

 
Next, the effectiveness of the Busby correlation is evaluated. Fig. 3.25 summarizes the results 

of applying the correlation to the H1000 data. As can be seen from the results, the correlation under-
predicts all of the changes in the tensile yield stress (∆σy) quite severely, with six specimens 
displaying |δ| > 28% and overall m = 0.622. For ∆σflow, results are improved in terms of m, which 
improves to 0.881. However, δ  remains roughly the same at 48% due to a near bimodal 
distribution of very large positive and negative errors. 

The 14YWT alloy is an extreme outlier to the overall dataset for the Busby correlation due to 
the decrease in hardness compared to an increase in both σy and σflow. Since the Busby correlation 
only predicts ∆σ, the absolute tensile properties can be predicted if the control measured values 
are known ( IRR AR

ni ni tensileσ σ σ= ∆ + ), as shown in Fig. 3.26. These values are still under-predicted, 
but the overall efficacy is improved. For IRR

yσ , m = 0.881, and δ  = 13. While for IRR
flowσ , m = 0.965, 

and δ  = 7.7. While not performing well in terms of ∆σ, the Busby correlation performs better if 
used to predict IRR

flowσ . 
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Table 3.17. Comparison of errors in predicting tensile properties using depth-specific 
nanohardness (H1000) in the Busby correlation to calculate σni compared to the actual 
tensile test data. Negative errors indicate an under-prediction, while positive errors 
indicate an over-prediction. 

 Busby Error [%] Using H1000 
 Nirr 

Alloy yσ∆   flowσ∆  IRR
yσ  IRR

flowσ  

T91 -28.8 -10.4 -11.7 -3.1 
HT9 -37.3 -25.3 -18.3 -8.9 
NF616 -73.4 -42.3 -24.8 -6.6 
F82H -12.5 75.0 -5.1 16.0 
EuroFer97 -52.0 -1.9 -22.4 -0.4 
MA956 -12.9 64.6 -4.6 12.8 
MA957 -53.0 -42.7 -9.1 -5.2 
14YWT -131.6 -121.9 -7.2 -8.8 

Avg. δ -50 ± 39 -13 ± 63 -13 ± 7.9 -0.5 ± 9.7 
Avg. |δ| 50 ± 39 48 ± 39 13 ± 7.9 7.7 ± 5.1 
Slope m 0.622 0.881 0.881 0.965 

m std. dev. 0.080 0.152 0.026 0.029 
R2 0.8961 0.8271 0.9938 0.9937 
γ1 -1.402 -0.143 -0.540 1.129 

 

 

Figure 3.25. Plot of measured tensile properties versus calculated σni for Busby 
correlations using H1000 and hc. 
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Figure 3.26. Plot comparing predicted σni using H1000 values from hc to σy and σflow for the 
ATR-irradiated samples. Note that σni,y = σni,flow for the Milot correlation. Green lines 
indicate 1:1 agreement, while red/blue lines indicate +/− 10%. 

While both the Busby and Milot correlations have varying results on a specimen-by-specimen 
case, overall there are specific cases where each correlation performs quite well on average. 

3.5.1.1 Error Sources 

As stated previously, the Milot and Busby correlations are based on standard Vickers HV 
results from traditional diamond pyramid hardness testing (DPH), which uses a measurement of a 
nominal pressure load based on the residual indent diagonals. Furthermore, DPH measurements 
are typically performed at a higher 0.5-10 kg (4.9-98 N) loads compared the NI tests. DPH indents 
are tens of microns deep and thus are presumably insensitive to size effects and less sensitive to 
other differences – such as crystallography effects in single- versus multi-grain indentation areas 
and the use of load penetration curves versus static pressure measurements.  Thus, there are 
fundamental differences between HV from DPH and H from IIT that must be accounted for when 
comparing results. A better understanding of the various hardness properties will be pursued in 
future research.  

In terms of the Hni data, size effects remain one of the essential issues. This is especially true 
when analyzing differences between control and irradiated conditions, where ISE-induced 
hardening ( ISE 0H H H= − ) displays different depth dependence. The typical NI load in this study 
averaged ≈ 85 mN at a 1000-nm depth. Even though the characteristic depths (h*) for all of the 
alloys and conditions were less than 300 nm, HISE is not negligible even at 1000 nm, especially for 
the unirradiated condition. Fig. 3.27(left) illustrates the theoretical hardness profiles as a function 
of depth calculated from a Nix & Gao analysis of the ATR T91 (see Table 3.7 for parameters). As 
seen in Fig. 3.27(left), the shapes of the control and irradiated curves are different due to the 
decrease in ISE after irradiation as a result of high dislocation-pinning point defect densities [16]. 
Thus, evaluating ∆Hni is highly depth-dependent. 
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Figure 3.27. (a) Comparison of calculated hardness versus depth profiles for T91 using 
the ISE parameters from the analyses for the control to the irradiated conditions. (b) Depth 
dependence of the measured change in hardness on a log-linear scale. (c) HISE normalized 
by H0 – (Hni – H0)/H0 – as a function of depth. Note that the control curve stays at a 
significant increase past hc = 1000 nm. 

As shown in Fig. 3.27(mid), the ∆H varies quite drastically with indentation depth even well 
beyond 1000 nm (1 μm). The higher load Berkovich microhardness indents in this study have a 
representative depth of 4000 nm (4 μm). However, even at this depth ∆H has not reached its 
asymptotic value according to the Nix and Gao model. The trend shown in Fig. 3.27(mid) can 
partly explain the Busby correlation’s poor performance. By choosing a specific depth in the nano-
range for comparison, the change in hardness will likely be under-predicted, and thus the calculated 
change in tensile properties will also be under-predicted. The Milot correlation’s performance can 
be partly explained using Fig. 3.27(right), which shows the additional hardening beyond the 
characteristic hardness one would measure at a given depth. For control samples where ISE plays 
a larger role, this effect is significant even at 1000 nm, which could partly explain – in combination 
with the reasons noted above – why the Milot correlation overpredicts the unirradiated tensile 
properties. HISE diminishing more rapidly could explain the Milot correlation’s improved 
performance for the irradiated condition. 

For these reasons, performing a Nix & Gao analysis to determine the characteristic hardness 
of a material and using these values in the correlations would likely be advantageous. For neutron-
irradiated alloys, the ISE analysis is simplified as the material has a homogeneous damage profile 
and thus indents are not limited to certain depths. For the application of these correlations to ion-
irradiated materials, this analysis becomes more complex due to the shallow irradiation volume 
and effects of sampling the softer un-irradiated substrate, but these challenges can be overcome 
using more sophisticated approaches to the ISE analysis, such the ones described in  [13,17–19]. 

3.5.1.2 Application of Characteristic Hardness in Correlations 

The use of characteristic hardness (H0) in the correlations is evaluated next. As mentioned 
above, the use of H0 is expected to improve results by reducing size effects and is necessary when 
investigating ion-irradiated samples. Figs. 3.28 and 3.29 show the results of utilizing H0 in the 
correlations, while Table 3.18 summarizes the error analysis. As expected, employing H0 decreases 
the error in predicting AR

yσ  using the Milot correlation on all but 14YWT, with m improving to 
1.145. For AR

flowσ , using H0 decreases the efficacy of the correlation by every measure. The inverse 
is true for the neutron-irradiated set, with predictions of IRR

yσ  worsening and those of IRR
flowσ  

improving. However, using H0 rather than H1000 in the Milot correlation only slightly alters the 
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performance of the correlation, with a less than 5% change in average error over all tensile 
properties and alloy conditions. 

Table 3.18. Comparison of errors in predicting tensile properties using characteristic 
hardness (H0) in the Milot and Busby correlations to calculate σni. Negative errors indicate 
an under-prediction, while positive errors indicate an over-prediction. 

 Milot Error [%] Using H0 Busby Error [%] Using H0 
 Control Nirr Nirr 

Alloy 
AR
yσ   AR

flowσ  IRR
yσ  IRR

flowσ  yσ∆   flowσ∆  IRR
yσ  IRR

flowσ  

T91 14.7 -12.1 3.8 -5.3 -4.6 20.1 -1.9 6.0 
HT9 26.1 -14.9 -6.0 -19.4 -34.1 -21.5 -16.7 -7.6 
NF616 32.1 4.7 -3.8 -3.0 -72.2 -39.7 -24.4 -6.2 
F82H 36.5 4.8 29.5 33.3 29.6 159.1 12.2 33.9 
EuroFer97 31.8 -2.1 -5.5 -3.4 -51.2 -0.2 -22.0 -0.1 
MA956 28.2 7.7 16.9 22.5 4.8 97.9 1.7 19.4 
MA957 7.5 -12.3 4.7 -9.4 -0.7 21.2 -0.1 2.6 
14YWT 5.8 -1.5 -2.8 -11.2 -155.4 -138.4 -8.5 -10.0 

Avg. δ 23 ± 12 -3.2 ± 8.9 4.6 ± 13 0.5 ± 18 -35 ± 59 12 ± 89 -7.5 ± 13 4.7 ± 15 
Avg. |δ| 23 ± 12 7.5 ± 5.1 9.1 ± 9.4 13 ± 11 44 ± 51 62 ± 61 11 ± 9.5 11 ± 11 
Slope m 1.145 0.963 1.027 0.955 0.767 1.082 0.922 1.002 

m std. dev. 0.043 0.027 0.038 0.053 0.126 0.224 0.039 0.046 
R2 0.9903 0.9944 0.9905 0.9792 0.8401 0.7692 0.9876 0.9857 
γ1 -0.549 -0.204 1.336 1.159 -1.296 0.050 0.024 1.197 

 

  

Figure 3.28. Comparison of using measured hardness (H1000) versus calculated 
characteristic hardness (H0) to predict (left) tensile yield stress (σni,y) and (right) tensile 
flow stress (σni,flow) using the Milot correlation. Green lines indicate 1:1 agreement, while 
red/blue lines indicate +/− 10%. 
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Figure 3.29. Comparison of using measured hardness (H1000) versus calculated 
characteristic hardness (H0) to predict (left) change in tensile stresses (∆σni) and (right) 
irradiated stresses (σni,y and σni,flow) using the Busby correlation. Green lines indicate 1:1 
agreement, while red/blue lines indicate +/− 10%. 

The results of substituting H0 for H1000 are a bit more mixed when applied to the Busby 
correlation. For both yield and flow of ∆σ and σIRR, the correlative slope for with ∆σni and IRR

niσ  
improves. However, the goodness of the fit decreases, as evidenced by the R2 values decreasing 
and the standard deviations for m, δ , and δ  increasing. Thus, while on the whole using H0 looks 
to improve results from the Busby correlation, the chance of having a large error in predicting 
properties for a single sample increases. 

The results of this study show that using this characteristic hardness for control values, where 
the ISE plays a larger role, improves performance and is likely good practice. In the neutron-
irradiated condition, using H0 only slightly improves the prediction of σy and σflow. Both 
correlations perform better at predicting σflow for the irradiated cases, as expected [20]. Overall, the 
form of the Milot correlation appears to provide more reliable predictions when using 
nanoindentation-based data and has the benefit of not needing the tensile control data a priori to 
predict irradiated properties. This is an important factor when analyzing the results from the 
BOR60 samples, as many of the control samples were not available for SPT at the time of testing. 

3.5.1.3 Utilizing Different Data Pre-Processing Results with Milot Correlation 

After determining that the Milot correlation should be used going forward, the effects of 
utilizing the different data pre-processing techniques were analyzed. In addition to the previously 
discussed Nix and Gao characteristic hardness, a second characteristic hardness (H0,hmax) was 
computed using 1 / maxh and 2

hmaxH . Results from this modified ISE analyses are shown in Table 
3.19. Using the same routines and methods as before, regression analyses were performed on 

( )ni LANLσ σ  datasets for both conditions and all four pre-processing methods.  Results are 
summarized in Table 3.20, and all regression statistics can be found in the Appendix. Table 3.20 
is highlighted to show which pre-processing methods produce the best match with σy or σflow. Green 
indicates match within 5%, yellow indicates within 5-10%, and red indicates over 10% mismatch.  
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Table 3.19. Results from modified Nix & Gao analyses using 1/hmax and 2
hmaxH  of ATR 

sample set. 
 Control  Irradiated  
Alloy H0,hmax [GPa] hmax* [nm] H0,hmax [GPa] hmax* [nm] 
T91 2.77 ± 0.04 220 ± 11 3.93 ± 0.04 -10 ± 7 
HT9 2.76 ± 0.05 93 ± 13 3.83 ± 0.05 55 ± 8 
NF616 3.63 ± 0.04 -4 ± 7 3.98 ± 0.06 13 ± 10 
F82H 2.85 ± 0.04 128 ± 11 4.16 ± 0.22 127 ± 43 
EuroFer97 2.77 ± 0.04 70 ± 11 3.36 ± 0.05 25 ± 11 
MA956 3.38 ± 0.04 95 ± 8 4.46 ± 0.04 6 ± 7 
MA957 4.08 ± 0.05 139 ± 10 4.63 ± 0.05 24 ± 7 
14YWT 5.85 ± 0.02 -62 ± 2 5.64 ± 0.07 2 ± 8 

 
Table 3.20. Results from linear regression analyses of measured tensile properties (σy and 
σflow) to those calculated from nanoindentation (σni) utilizing different data processing 
methods. All non-H0 values are calculated at 1000 nm with the Milot correlation. 
Highlighting corresponds to the efficacy of fit. Green indicates ±5%, yellow indicates ±5-
10%, and red indicates outside ±10%. All correlations had R2 values of 0.977 or higher. 

 
Yield 
y: σni  x: σy 

Milot Correlation Flow 
y: σni  x: σflow 

Milot Correlation 

Method  Control m ATR m Control m ATR m 

hc 1.163 ± 0.056 1.009 ± 0.032 0.982 ± 0.026 0.939 ± 0.046 
hc,sakh 1.140 ± 0.055 0.989 ± 0.031 0.963 ± 0.025 0.920 ± 0.045 
hmax 1.001 ± 0.058 0.867 ± 0.030 0.847 ± 0.028 0.806 ± 0.043 
hmax,sakh 0.981 ± 0.057 0.850 ± 0.029 0.830 ± 0.027 0.790 ± 0.042 
H0 1.145 ± 0.043 1.027 ± 0.038 0.963 ± 0.027 0.955 ± 0.053 
H0,hmax 0.991 ± 0.047 0.883 ± 0.034 0.835 ± 0.025 0.821 ± 0.047 

 
For AR

yσ , all methods using hmax provide the best match. This is not wholly surprising. Because 
the Milot correlation was derived using σy and HDP, it follows that the method that correlates HIIT 
best with HDP – as shown in Section 3.4 – would produce the best results. However, the same does 
not hold true for IRR

yσ . Utilizing hc, hc,sakh, and H0 all correlate to within 3% on average. This result 
lends additional credence to the conclusion that the contact depth for DPH is closer to hc,O-P for 
materials with little strain hardening (i.e., irradiated) and to hmax for materials that do strain harden 
(i.e., un-irradiated) [12]. For flow stresses, we see a change in trends. For both AR

flowσ  and IRR
flowσ , 

methods using hc, hc,sakh, and H0 all produce the best match with tensile testing, while hmax, hmax,sakh, 
and H0,hmax all under-predict quite drastically for both conditions. 

In addition to the Milot correlation, the Tabor relation was applied to the Hni values. Tabor 
originally suggested that for strain-hardening materials, σ ≈ 3 HV, where σ is equal to flow stress 
associated with the indenter strain [21]. For this study, that strain is ≈ 8%, and thus σflow ≈ 3 HV. 
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 3.21. Again, the three methods utilizing hmax provide 
the best predictions for IRR

yσ , AR
flowσ , while all methods except H0 provide suitable results for IRR

flowσ
the irradiated condition. No method produces a good fit for AR

yσ . This is to be expected as the 
Tabor relationship specifically calls out σflow, and for the irradiated cases, σy ≈ σflow. 
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Table 3.21. Results from linear regression analysis of measured tensile properties (σy and 
σflow) to those calculated from nanoindentation (σni) utilizing different data processing 
methods. All non-H0 values are calculated at 1000 nm with the Tabor relation ( 3HVσ =
). Highlighting corresponds to the efficacy of fit. Green indicates ±5%, yellow indicates 
±5-10%, and red indicates outside ±10%. All correlations had R2 values of 0.977 or higher. 

 
Yield 
y: σni  x: σy 

Tabor Relation Flow 
y: σni  x: σflow 

Tabor Relation 

Method  Control m ATR m Control m ATR m 

hc 1.365 ± 0.081 1.175 ± 0.039 1.156 ± 0.038 1.093 ± 0.056 
hc,sakh 1.341 ± 0.080 1.154 ± 0.038 1.135 ± 0.037 1.074 ± 0.055 
hmax 1.192 ± 0.083 1.024 ± 0.038 1.012 ± 0.041 0.952 ± 0.053 
hmax,sakh 1.171 ± 0.082 1.006 ± 0.038 0.994 ± 0.041 0.935 ± 0.053 
H0 1.345 ± 0.066 1.194 ± 0.045 1.135 ± 0.034 1.110 ± 0.063 
H0,hmax 1.182 ± 0.071 1.041 ± 0.042 1.000 ± 0.035 0.968 ± 0.057 

 
3.5.1.4 Conclusions from Tensile Study 

These results are promising on a few fronts. First, there is always at least one method that 
accurately predicts σy in both conditions using the Milot correlation. Second, the Tabor relation 
works quite well for predicting σflow. Third, using ISE analysis to calculate either H0 or H0,hmax can 
be used to produce good results to predict both σy and σflow in either condition. This is critically 
important in samples that are not homogeneous at the bulk level – such as ion-irradiated samples 
– where deep indents are not feasible. Fourth, the Sakharova correction produces mixed results. 
As the samples investigated here do not exhibit a wide range of elastic recovery and the resulting 
correction is quite small, not much can be gained from the analysis. Moreover, there appears to be 
a dependence on strain-hardening for the link between HIIT and HV. Based on the goodness of fit 
for each case, the results suggest that HIIT best compares with HV by using hmax to calculate the 
area for materials that strain harden. While for materials that exhibit little strain-hardening after 
yield, using hc to calculate the area provides more consistently accurate results. This trend is seen 
most clearly when predicting σy using the Milot correlation and σflow when using the Tabor 
relationship. 

Based on this relatively small sample set, the following practices are suggested when using 
HIIT to predict tensile properties. Additional samples would need to be tested to increase confidence 
in these recommendations. 

• Strain-hardening materials 
o Yield Stress - σy 

 Use hmax to calculate the area for hardness 
 Can use H0,hmax if deep indents (h > 1000 nm) are not practical 
 Use Milot correlation to predict σy 

o Flow Stress - σflow 
 Use hmax to calculate the area for hardness 
 Can use H0,hmax if deep indents (h > 1000 nm) are not practical 
 Use Tabor relationship to predict σflow 

• Non-strain-hardening materials 
o Yield Stress - σy 

 Use hc to calculate the area for hardness 
 Can use H0 if deep indents (h > 1000 nm) are not practical 
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 Use Milot correlation to predict σy 
o Flow Stress - σflow 

 Use hmax to calculate the area for hardness 
 Can use H0,hmax if deep indents (h > 1000 nm) are not practical 
 Use Tabor relationship to predict σflow 

3.5.2  Correlating Shear Properties to Nanohardness 

Next, we will apply the lessons learned from the ATR sample set to the BOR60 nanohardness 
data. The suggested plan from Section 3.5.1.4 will be prioritized, but all methods will be analyzed 
for completeness. 

As a reminder, for the BOR60 samples, we will compare Hni with τy and τmax utilizing a 
combination of the previously discussed equations that link Hni to σ and the following correlations 
between shear and tensile stresses: 

 1.77y y ymσ τ τ= =  (Eq. 3.7) 

 
1.29
1.77

AR
max

uts max IRR
max

m
τ

σ τ
τ


= = 


 (Eq. 3.8) 

Utilizing the above equations as well as the Milot and Tabor relations, we can convert 
nanohardness to shear stresses. These converted values will be designated τni. As discussed in the 
previous section, we can confidently convert Hni to σy and σflow. Even though σflow is not mentioned 
explicitly in the above equations, after analyzing data from the ATR-irradiated sample set, we 
determined σflow ≈ σuts is a justifiable assumption for the cases discussed here. As shown in Table 
3.22 and Fig. 3.30, linear analyses were performed on σflow(σuts) datasets for the control and ATR-
irradiated conditions. Looking at the correlative slopes for the combined datasets, we saw less than 
2% disagreement on average between σflow and σuts. The ATR-irradiated dataset exhibited even 
better agreement at <1%. These results gives us confidence that using σflow to estimate σuts is 
reasonable, and thus using σflow to estimate τmax is also reasonable – particularly for the irradiated 
condition of the BOR60 samples – after conversion via the equations above. As such, we used Eq. 
3.8 to estimate τmax from σflow with nanoindentation data. 

Table 3.22. Regression statistics for comparison of ultimate and flow stresses from ATR-
irradiated samples. y(x) = σflow(σuts). 

 Control ATR-Irradiated Combined 
Slope m 0.9822 0.9933 0.9887 

m std. dev. 0.0106 0.0173 0.0103 
R2

 0.9992 0.9979 0.9984 
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Figure 3.30. Plot of ultimate tensile versus flow stress for control and ATR-irradiated 
samples. 

First, the different data pre-processing methods discussed previously were applied to the 
nanohardness results from the BOR60 samples. Results for P027 and P033 samples are shown in 
Tables 3.23 and 3.24, respectively. As in the ATR sample set, the effect of applying the Sakharova 
correction was quite minimal compared to the difference between using hc versus hmax. Thus, while 
the methods utilizing γsakh were still analyzed, the results will not be shown in graphs. In addition 
to different data processing methods, the modified Nix and Gao analysis was performed utilizing 
1/hmax and 2

hmaxH . Results are shown in Table 3.25. 

Table 3.23. Results from applying different pre-processing methods to calculating 
nanohardness data at 1000 nm from the P027 capsule of BOR60-irradiated samples. All 
values are H1000 in GPa. 

 
P027: 376 °C, 17.1 dpa 
BOR60-Irradiated H1000 Using Method: 

Alloy hc hc,sakh hmax hmax,sakh 
HT9 4.99 ± 0.19 4.90 ± 0.18 4.38 ± 0.14 4.30 ± 0.14 
T91 4.30 ± 0.07 4.23 ± 0.07 3.87 ± 0.06 3.80 ± 0.06 
NF616 -- -- -- -- 
800H 4.66 ± 0.09 4.58 ± 0.08 4.02 ± 0.07 3.95 ± 0.07 
21Cr32Ni 3.95 ± 0.10 3.88 ± 0.10 3.53 ± 0.09 3.47 ± 0.09 
12Cr 3.88 ± 0.13 3.82 ± 0.13 3.51 ± 0.11 3.45 ± 0.10 
9Cr 3.22 ± 0.09 3.16 ± 0.08 2.96 ± 0.07 2.91 ± 0.07 
αFe 4.30 ± 0.07 4.23 ± 0.07 3.87 ± 0.06 3.80 ± 0.06 
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Table 3.24. Results from applying different pre-processing methods to calculating 
nanohardness data at 1000 nm from the P033 capsule of BOR60-irradiated samples.  All 
values are H1000 in GPa. 

 
P033: 415 °C, 18.6 dpa 
BOR60-Irradiated H1000 Using Method: 

Alloy hc hc,sakh hmax hmax,sakh 
HT9 4.83 ± 0.14 4.74 ± 0.14 4.26 ± 0.12 4.19 ± 0.12 
T91 4.05 ± 0.09 3.98 ± 0.08 3.65 ± 0.08 3.59 ± 0.08 
NF616 4.19 ± 0.09 4.11 ± 0.09 3.76 ± 0.08 3.70 ± 0.08 
800H -- -- -- -- 
21Cr32Ni -- -- -- -- 
12Cr 3.94 ± 0.15 3.88 ± 0.15 3.55 ± 0.12 3.49 ± 0.12 
9Cr 3.18 ± 0.44 3.13 ± 0.43 2.92 ± 0.37 2.87 ± 0.36 
αFe 4.05 ± 0.09 3.98 ± 0.08 3.65 ± 0.08 3.59 ± 0.08 

 
Table 3.25. Summary of results from modified ISE analyses of BOR60 sample set using 
1/hmax and 2

hmaxH .  
 P027: 376 °C, 17.1 dpa P033: 415 °C, 18.6 dpa 
Alloy H0,hmax [GPa] hmax* [nm] H0,hmax [GPa] hmax* [nm] 
HT9 4.52 ± 0.06 -35 ± 13 4.29 ± 0.04 -11 ± 9 
T91 3.95 ± 0.03 -38 ± 7 3.76 ± 0.03 -27 ± 9 
NF616 -- -- 3.90 ± 0.04 -33 ± 9 
800H 4.03 ± 0.03 24 ± 7 -- -- 
21Cr32Ni 3.51 ± 0.03 8 ± 8 -- -- 
12Cr 3.56 ± 0.04 -14 ± 11 3.57 ± 0.04 19 ± 11 
9Cr 2.88 ± 0.04 66 ± 13 2.97 ± 0.09 31 ± 29 
αFe 2.16 ± 0.04 58 ± 17 1.90 ± 0.03 137 ± 14 

 
After completing these analyses, we were left with six different measures of nanohardness to 

use in the correlations – four measures of H1000 and two measures of H0. As control data was not 
available for many of the BOR60 samples, only the Milot correlation and the Tabor relation were 
applied to calculate intermediate σni values. 

As can be seen in Fig. 3.31, comparing τni to τy and τmax resulted in very linear trends. However, 
neither the Milot correlation nor the Tabor relation predicted τy very well. As evidenced by the 
error analysis shown in Table 3.26, none of the pre-processing methods produced results with less 
than 20% average error. This result is different than what was seen in the ATR samples, where the 
methods using Milot and hc and those using Tabor and hmax produced accurate predictions of yield 
in the irradiated case. 
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Table 3.26. Errors in τni using different methods to calculate H1000 compared to τy. 
 Milot τy error [%] using H1000 and: Tabor τy error [%] using H1000 and: 
Alloy hc hc,sakh hmax hmax,sakh hc hc,sakh hmax hmax,sakh 

P0
27

 

HT9 32.1 29.6 14.4 12.1 53.7 51.0 34.9 32.5 
T91 31.1 28.6 16.3 14.1 54.8 52.2 39.2 36.8 
NF616 43.2 40.5 27.2 24.7 69.7 66.8 52.7 50.0 
800H 35.7 33.0 15.1 12.7 59.0 56.1 37.0 34.5 
21Cr32Ni 43.4 40.6 26.4 23.9 71.1 68.1 53.0 50.3 
12Cr 44.5 41.8 29.0 26.5 72.8 69.9 56.3 53.6 
9Cr 40.0 37.3 27.1 24.6 71.8 68.9 58.0 55.4 
αFe 35.9 33.2 25.2 22.6 76.5 73.6 65.0 62.3 

P0
33

 

HT9 38.1 35.4 20.2 17.9 61.1 58.3 42.2 39.7 
T91 39.9 37.3 24.4 22.0 66.4 63.6 49.9 47.4 
12Cr 47.0 44.2 30.6 28.1 75.5 72.4 58.0 55.3 
9Cr 56.4 53.4 41.4 38.6 92.3 89.1 76.3 73.3 
αFe 19.6 17.2 10.7 8.4 59.1 56.5 49.7 47.2 

Avg. δ 39±9 36±8 24±8 21±8 68±10 65±10 52±11 49±11 
Avg. |δ| 39±9 36±8 24±8 21±8 68±10 65±10 52±11 49±11 
Slope m 1.3851 1.3582 1.2207 1.1967 1.6482 1.6196 1.4734 1.4478 

m std. dev. 0.0194 0.0191 0.0202 0.0199 0.0268 0.0264 0.0301 0.0297 
R2 0.9977 0.9976 0.9967 0.9967 0.9968 0.9968 0.9950 0.9950 
γ1 -0.256 -0.266 0.314 0.305 0.624 0.622 0.380 0.374 

 
For τmax, the predicted shear values matched much more accurately, as seen in Fig. 3.31. As 

with the ATR samples, the Milot correlation performed best when using methods involving hc, and 
the Tabor relation worked best with methods utilizing hmax. Looking at the error analyses in Table 
3.27, both conversions produced results with average errors less than 5% and correlative slopes of 
0.97 1.03m< < . This result is promising in that nanoindentation can accurately predict shear 
properties. 
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Table 3.27. Errors in τni using different methods to calculate H1000 compared to τmax. 
 Milot τmax error [%] using H1000 and: Tabor τmax error [%] using H1000 and: 
Alloy hc hc,sakh hmax hmax,sakh hc hc,sakh hmax hmax,sakh 

P0
27

 

HT9 -5.4 -7.2 -18.1 -19.7 10.1 8.2 -3.4 -5.1 
T91 0.1 -1.9 -11.2 -12.9 18.2 16.2 6.2 4.4 
NF616 -3.1 -5.0 -14.0 -15.6 14.8 12.8 3.3 1.5 
800H -6.2 -8.1 -20.5 -22.1 9.9 7.9 -5.3 -7.0 
21Cr32Ni 1.3 -0.7 -10.7 -12.5 20.8 18.7 8.0 6.2 
12Cr 2.0 0.1 -8.9 -10.7 22.0 19.9 10.3 8.4 
9Cr -8.4 -10.2 -16.9 -18.5 12.4 10.5 3.4 1.6 
αFe -6.3 -8.2 -13.7 -15.5 21.6 19.6 13.7 11.9 

P0
33

 

HT9 -0.9 -2.9 -13.7 -15.4 15.6 13.6 2.0 0.2 
T91 -1.8 -3.7 -12.7 -14.4 16.8 14.7 5.2 3.4 
12Cr 3.2 1.3 -8.3 -10.1 23.2 21.1 10.9 9.0 
9Cr -4.9 -6.8 -14.1 -15.8 16.9 14.9 7.1 5.3 
αFe -14.6 -16.4 -21.0 -22.6 13.6 11.7 6.8 5.1 

Avg. δ -3.5±4.7 -5.4±4.7 -14±4 -16±4 17±4 15±4 5.3±5.2 3.4±5.1 
Avg. |δ| 4.5±3.8 5.6±4.4 14±4 16±4 17±4 15±4 6.6±3.3 5.3±3.2 
Slope m 0.9721 0.9532 0.8569 0.8401 1.1573 1.1372 1.0348 1.0168 

m std. dev. 0.0110 0.0108 0.0110 0.0108 0.0127 0.0125 0.0156 0.0154 
R2 0.9985 0.9985 0.9980 0.9980 0.9986 0.9985 0.9973 0.9972 
γ1 -0.674 -0.679 -0.326 -0.334 -0.037 -0.050 -0.508 -0.513 

 

  

Figure 3.31. Plots of comparing shear properties from SPT to those calculated from 1000 
nm nanohardness (H1000) using hc and hmax by employing the (left) Milot correlation or 
(right) Tabor relation. 

Next, utilizing ISE analysis and characteristic hardness to predict shear properties was 
analyzed. Results from this analysis are plotted in Fig. 3.32. As expected, the results were very 
linear. As with the previous analysis with H1000, values for τy were severely over-predicted, but 
results for τmax were within 5% using the H0/Milot and H0,hmax/Tabor combinations. 
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Table 3.28. Errors in τni from both correlations using different methods to calculate 
characteristic hardness (H0) when compared to the τy and τmax. 

 
Milot 
τy Error [%] τmax Error [%] 

Tabor 
τy Error [%] τmax Error [%] 

Alloy H0 H0,hmax H0 H0,hmax H0 H0,hmax H0 H0,hmax 

P0
27

 

HT9 36.9 18.5 -1.9 -15.1 58.8 39.2 13.8 -0.3 
T91 34.0 19.2 2.3 -9.1 58.0 42.2 20.6 8.5 
NF616 49.3 32.3 1.0 -10.5 76.1 58.1 19.1 6.9 
800H 36.4 15.3 -5.7 -20.3 59.7 37.2 10.4 -5.2 
21Cr32Ni 42.4 25.6 0.6 -11.3 70.0 52.1 20.1 7.4 
12Cr 46.1 31.0 3.2 -7.5 74.5 58.4 23.2 11.8 
9Cr 34.3 22.9 -12.2 -19.6 65.7 53.6 8.3 0.5 
αFe 30.9 21.2 -9.8 -16.5 71.2 60.8 17.9 10.8 

P0
33

 

HT9 38.3 21.2 -0.8 -13.1 61.4 43.2 15.8 2.7 
T91 44.7 28.6 1.5 -9.8 71.5 54.4 20.3 8.3 
12Cr 47.9 31.6 3.8 -7.6 76.3 59.0 23.8 11.7 
9Cr 59.7 44.6 -2.9 -12.1 95.7 79.7 19.0 9.2 
αFe 10.6 3.0 -21.1 -26.5 49.5 41.5 6.7 1.0 

Avg. δ 39±11 24±10 -3.2±7 -14±5 68±11 52±11 17±5 5.6±5.1 
Avg. |δ| 39±11 24±10 5.1±5.7 14±5 68±11 52±11 17±5 6.5±4 
Slope m 1.4011 1.2363 0.9831 0.8678 1.6652 1.4900 1.1690 1.0463 

m std. dev. 0.0229 0.0221 0.0147 0.0133 0.0268 0.0293 0.0138 0.0156 
R2 0.9968 0.9962 0.9973 0.9972 0.9969 0.9954 0.9983 0.9974 
γ1 -0.775 -0.069 -1.287 -0.889 0.674 0.722 -0.634 -0.596 

 

  

Figure 3.32. Plots of comparing shear properties from SPT to those calculated from 
characteristic hardness using hc (H0) and hmax (H0,max) by employing the (left) Milot 
correlation or (right) Tabor relation. 

3.5.2.1 Error Sources 

We generally only saw large errors when predicting τy. Part of the error sources for τy could 
result from the conversion factor between SPT and tensile test results. Sample size could also be 
playing a role. Guduru et al. showed that τy is quite sensitive to sample thickness [22]. First, they 
suggest that in order to accurately measure the 1% offset shear yield, the effective shear stress 
should be plotted against the displacement normalized by the thickness. Also, there is a band of 
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thicknesses that produce optimal results. For martensitic steels, this was determined to be 250-530 
μm, while weaker materials require increased thicknesses. Thicknesses below the optimal range 
produce lowered measured yields. As the τy was obtained using displacement and the SPT samples 
were on the thin side of the range, it is plausible that the τy values are low. Thus, recalculating τy 
using normalized displacement would likely improve results. Measuring σy directly via tensile 
testing and comparing to τy would be ideal to determine whether the 1.77 conversion factor is 
appropriate for irradiated conditions of TEM-sized SPT samples. A different set of irradiated 
samples would be needed for this analysis, however, as SSJ2 samples were not included as part of 
the IRP BOR60 irradiation campaign. 

3.5.2.2 Conclusions from Shear Study 

Again, the results from this study are quite promising for utilizing nanoindentation to predict 
bulk-scale properties. Using both direct hardness measures and ISE characteristic hardness 
produced accurate predictions of τmax. A summary of the correlative slopes for all methods and 
shear properties is shown in Table 3.29 with highlighting to quickly display effective 
combinations. Using the Milot correlation, both H1000 and H0 predicted τmax to within 5%, while 
the same can be said of the Tabor relation with hmax and H0,hmax. However, none of the methods 
could produce τni values that matched with τy. Additional analyses and testing will need to be 
performed to determine a method that can be used to predict τy. 

Table 3.29. Results from linear regression analysis of measured shear properties from SPT 
(τy and τmax) to those calculated from nanoindentation (τni) utilizing different data 
processing methods. All non-H0 values are calculated at 1000 nm. Highlighting 
corresponds to the efficacy of fit. Green indicates ±5%, yellow indicates ±5-10%, and red 
indicates outside ±10%. All correlations had R2 values of 0.995 or higher. 
 Milot Correlation  Tabor Relation  
Method y:τni  x:τy y:τni  x:τmax y:τni  x:τy y:τni  x:τmax 
hc 1.385 ± 0.019 0.972 ± 0.011 1.648 ± 0.027 1.157 ± 0.013 
hc,sakh 1.358 ± 0.019 0.953 ± 0.011 1.620 ± 0.026 1.137 ± 0.013 
hmax 1.221 ± 0.020 0.857 ± 0.011 1.473 ± 0.030 1.035 ± 0.016 
hmax,sakh 1.197 ± 0.020 0.840 ± 0.011 1.448 ± 0.030 1.017 ± 0.015 
H0 1.401 ± 0.023 0.983 ± 0.015 1.665 ± 0.027 1.169 ± 0.014 
H0,hmax 1.236 ± 0.022 0.868 ± 0.013 1.490 ± 0.029 1.046 ± 0.016 

 
The efficacy of the Milot correlation, when combined with hc area calculations for hardness, 

is particularly advantageous. Using hc is the default method for most nanoindentation analyses 
(Oliver and Pharr method). Thus, hardness values from hc are most readily accessible. Also, the 
efficacy of utilizing H0 is promising for samples where large indents are not feasible (ion-irradiated 
samples, for example). As such, we recommend using hc and Milot correlation to predict τmax for 
irradiated samples. 

In summary, based on this small sample set of irradiated materials, the following procedure is 
recommended to accurately predict shear properties of irradiated samples: 

• 1% Offset Shear Yield - τy 
o No method recommended for TEM-sized SPT samples 

• Ultimate Shear Stress – τmax 
o Use hc to calculate the area for hardness 
o Can use H0 if deep indents (h > 1000 nm) are not practical 
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o Use Milot correlation to convert Hni to σni 
o Use 1.77 factor to convert σni to τni to predict τmax 
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4 Future Work, Summary, and Conclusions 

4.1 Application of Findings to Ion-Irradiated Samples 

As discussed earlier, the next step of this line of work is the application of these findings to the 
screening of ion-irradiated samples. A large effort is ongoing to match ion irradiation conditions 
using the Michigan Ion Beam Laboratory (MIBL) with the conditions seen by samples in the 
BOR60 reactor. Based on work from Xu and VanCoevering [1], ion irradiation conditions and 
helium implantation concentrations were calculated to match the BOR60 irradiations using the 
MIBL facility. Table 4.1 shows these MIBL calculated conditions as well as the planned and as-
run conditions for BOR60. The details of the MIBL ion irradiations and facility can be found in 
[2]. Note that the calculated temperature shifts for the MIBL irradiations were based on the planned 
BOR60 conditions. The as-run conditions for the BOR60-irradiated samples were slightly different 
in both temperature and dose, and thus drawing one-to-one comparisons may not be wholly 
appropriate. 

Figure 4.1. Calculated irradiation conditions for MIBL irradiations to match BOR60 runs. 
Both the as-planned and as-run conditions for the BOR60 irradiations are shown. 

BOR60 
Capsule 

 BOR60 - Planned BOR60 – As Run MIBL 
Alloys Tirr [℃] dpa Tirr [℃] dpa Tirr [℃] dpa He [appm] 

P027 8000H & 
21Cr32Ni 386 16.6 376 17.1 446 16.6 16.6 

P027 T91 386 16.6 376 17.1 406 16.6 3.65 
P033 T91 412 16.6 415 18.6 432 16.6 3.65 

 
Some initial work has been performed on capturing nanohardness profiles from the four alloys 

above. Results from these initial nanoindentation studies are shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. The 
figures plot datasets from the MIBL- and BOR60-irradiated samples. Note that the “CR (Bulk)” 
dataset is the hardness from the area outside of the ion beam target window of the MIBL samples. 
Thus, these data points are from material that has seen time at temperature, as opposed to the 
typical control samples shown in the “AR (Bulk)” datasets. As can be seen in the figures, there 
does appear to be some matching between the ion- and neutron-irradiated datasets. However, the 
following caveats apply to this relationship: 

• The ion-irradiated samples are not homogeneous. Indents are sampling material with a 
range of damage and implanted helium, as shown in Fig. 4.4. 

• The range of indent depths for the MIBL samples is in the region where indentation 
size effect likely plays a significant role. Deeper indents are not possible for these 
samples as the plastic zone of the indent would extend past the irradiated layer. 

• While the BOR60 and MIBL profiles appear to match, the MIBL and AR profiles also 
displayed similar trends. Without having significant overlap between the profiles due 
to depth limitations of the ion-irradiated samples, it is hard to say which matches best. 

For the reasons above, it becomes quite difficult to directly compare hardness profiles of ion- 
and neutron-irradiated samples. The combination of strong indentation size effect and varying 
damage levels within the shallow irradiated region make the use of directly measured harness 
numbers very inexact. For this reason, future work utilizing the hardness of these ion-irradiated 
samples – either for the comparison to neutron-irradiated data or for the prediction of tensile of 
shear properties – should take advantage of methodologies combining advanced ISE and hardness 
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modeling, such as those presented by Kareer et al. [3] or by numerous other authors [4–8]. These 
methodologies all propose a means to extrapolate bulk-equivalent hardness from heterogeneously-
irradiated samples. The resulting hardness numbers could then be used to compare to characteristic 
hardness values (H0) of neutron-irradiated samples or directly in the empirical correlations to 
predict tensile and shear properties. 

   

Figure 4.2. Combined hardness profiles for the MIBL- and BOR60-irradiated 21Cr32Ni 
and 800H alloys. The “CR (MIBL)” dataset is hardness data from the area of the MIBL-
irradiated samples that were not exposed to the beam but were exposed to temperature, 
while the “AR (Bulk)”dataset is from a typical control sample. 

   

Figure 4.3. Combined hardness profiles for the MIBL- and BOR60-irradiated T91 alloy. 
The “CR (MIBL)” dataset is hardness data from the area of the MIBL-irradiated samples 
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that were not exposed to the beam but were exposed to temperature, while the “AR 
(Bulk)”dataset is from a typical control sample. 

 

Figure 4.4. SRIM-calculated damage profile of the 800H MIBL-irradiated sample. Profiles 
for implanted helium, iron, and total damage are shown [9]. 

4.2 Summary and Conclusions 

This thesis work has extensively investigated two sets of neutron-irradiated samples in order 
to determine the efficacy and best practices of using nanoindentation to predict bulk-scale 
mechanical properties. Initial work was performed on samples irradiated in the Advanced Test 
Reactor at Idaho National Laboratory with an irradiation temperature of ≈320 °C to ≈6.5 dpa. 
These samples had bulk-scale tensile properties directly measured by scientists at Los Alamos 
National Laboratory. The second set of samples was irradiated in the BOR60 reactor in Russia 
with irradiation conditions of 376 °C/17.1 dpa and 415 °C/18.6 dpa. These samples were then 
tested for bulk-scale shear properties using shear punch at LANL. After testing, each set of samples 
was shipped to UC Berkeley for hardness measurements. 

Using instrumented indentation techniques, hardness measurements were captured on all of 
the samples at various scales. Instrumented hardness measures were shown to agree with 
traditional diamond pyramid hardness (i.e., Vickers hardness) by using the maximum rather than 
contact indentation depth for to calculate the area term in hardness. However, this study was only 
performed on a small set of control samples. Future work to extend the study to the irradiated 
condition to improve confidence in this result is recommended. 

Furthermore, it was demonstrated that Berkovich nanohardness can be used in place of 
Berkovich microhardness via direct comparison. This is accomplished by either using 1000 nm 
indents where possible or characteristic hardness from indentation size effect analysis. The use of 
characteristic hardness is vital to applications of ion-irradiated samples where the damage layer 
thickness prohibits deep enough indents to avoid size effects. Next, empirical correlations derived 
from large datasets of reactor materials were employed to determine if and how best nanohardness 
could be used to predict bulk-scale mechanical properties. It was shown using the ATR samples 
that with different methods of calculating hardness and different empirical relations, both tensile 
yield and flow stresses could be reliably predicted from nanohardness on control and irradiated 
conditions of samples. It was also shown that ultimate shear stress – not shear yield, though – could 
be accurately predicted with nanohardness utilizing the BOR60 sample set. All of these studies 
provide confidence that nanoindentation combined with various methods to analyze the resultant 
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data can be used as an indicator for bulk-scale properties in samples where bulk-scale testing is 
simply not feasible. 
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6 Appendices 

6.1 Nanoindentation Profiles 

6.1.1 ATR Sample Set 

Complete hardness and reduced modulus profiles for all of the control samples: 
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Complete hardness and reduced modulus profiles for all of the samples irradiated in ATR: 

 

 

 

 
Tabular values for hardness and reduced modulus of the control and ATR-irradiated 
samples: 

  Control ATR-Irradiated 
Alloy Depth [nm] H [GPa] Er [GPa] H [GPa] Er [GPa] 
T91 200 4.38 ± 0.23 221.1 ± 9.1 4.31 ± 0.21 205.5 ± 11.6 
 300 4.12 ± 0.25 219.5 ± 9 4.45 ± 0.18 215.1 ± 8.6 
 500 3.69 ± 0.1 208 ± 8.3 4.33 ± 0.25 221 ± 10 
 750 3.51 ± 0.12 199.2 ± 6.2 -- -- 
 1000 3.35 ± 0.06 196.6 ± 6.6 4.38 ± 0.14 220.4 ± 12.9 
HT9 200 4.45 ± 0.86 226.8 ± 29.1 4.97 ± 0.33 231.9 ± 12.6 
 300 3.91 ± 1.62 207.3 ± 68.5 4.83 ± 0.21 229.1 ± 8.9 
 500 3.94 ± 0.69 222.2 ± 31.8 4.73 ± 0.13 227.8 ± 11 
 750 3.18 ± 0.59 163.3 ± 50 -- -- 
 1000 3.09 ± 0.53 157.9 ± 53.3 4.31 ± 0.09 244.2 ± 10.6 
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  Control ATR-Irradiated 
Alloy Depth [nm] H [GPa] Er [GPa] H [GPa] Er [GPa] 
NF616 200 3.9 ± 0.42 204.7 ± 12 4.75 ± 0.57 223.5 ± 14 
 300 4.06 ± 0.23 219 ± 12.8 4.77 ± 0.2 229.3 ± 9.6 
 500 4.2 ± 0.3 219.5 ± 8.2 4.64 ± 0.13 237.1 ± 17.3 
 750 3.97 ± 0.1 213.6 ± 6 4.24 ± 0.45 235.9 ± 30.8 
 1000 4.1 ± 0.11 212.9 ± 9.1 4.39 ± 0.17 259.8 ± 17.3 
F82H 200 4.03 ± 0.18 223 ± 14.1 5.57 ± 0.88 221.8 ± 10.5 
 300 3.85 ± 0.13 216 ± 9.5 6.73 ± 0.92 226.4 ± 4.2 
 500 3.58 ± 0.17 219.5 ± 8.5 6.17 ± 0.88 231.9 ± 14.6 
 750 3.4 ± 0.16 216.8 ± 7.6 4.72 ± 0.68 233.6 ± 18.6 
 1000 3.25 ± 0.09 216.9 ± 7 4.46 ± 0.64 238.9 ± 15.6 
EuroFer97 200 3.54 ± 0.2 214.2 ± 11.8 4 ± 0.37 206.1 ± 10.6 
 300 3.49 ± 0.13 214 ± 9.7 4.1 ± 0.18 227.2 ± 6.2 
 500 3.2 ± 0.13 211.4 ± 11.1 3.82 ± 0.24 223.6 ± 7.6 
 750 3.31 ± 0.13 210.4 ± 13 3.79 ± 0.2 222.1 ± 16.5 
 1000 3.05 ± 0.12 193.9 ± 10.7 3.68 ± 0.16 243.9 ± 28.8 
MA956 200 4.45 ± 0.71 201.4 ± 20 5.01 ± 0.48 206.9 ± 15.1 
 300 4.54 ± 0.07 206.4 ± 7.2 5.43 ± 0.26 216.9 ± 8 
 500 4.17 ± 0.13 211.3 ± 8.9 5.39 ± 0.57 231 ± 29.1 
 750 3.97 ± 0.23 210.5 ± 9.3 5.08 ± 0.33 221.1 ± 13.9 
 1000 3.89 ± 0.13 205.2 ± 8.1 4.97 ± 0.36 217.8 ± 11 
MA957 200 6.37 ± 0.4 214.6 ± 23.9 5.72 ± 0.27 230.6 ± 14.1 
 300 6.05 ± 0.35 203.7 ± 28.1 5.7 ± 0.28 229.7 ± 9.1 
 500 5.54 ± 0.22 191.1 ± 40.8 5.55 ± 0.21 235.2 ± 6.1 
 750 4.88 ± 0.72 179.7 ± 48.9 5.43 ± 0.11 236.1 ± 8.1 
 1000 4.87 ± 0.18 176.4 ± 55.6 5.35 ± 0.15 233 ± 8.9 
14YWT 200 5.82 ± 0.46 212.8 ± 6.6 6.49 ± 0.65 236.6 ± 12.3 
 300 5.75 ± 0.48 213.6 ± 13.2 6.28 ± 2.08 211.5 ± 66.8 
 500 5.88 ± 0.8 215.1 ± 17.3 6.6 ± 1.06 234.1 ± 21.9 
 750 5.33 ± 0.87 192.2 ± 24.9 6.6 ± 0.53 238.3 ± 18.3 
 1000 5.24 ± 0.92 182.8 ± 29.3 6.22 ± 0.84 223.5 ± 23.5 

6.1.2 BOR60-Irradiated Samples 

Complete hardness and reduced modulus profiles for all of the samples irradiated in 
BOR60: 
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Tabular values for hardness and reduced modulus of the BOR60-irradiated samples: 

  P027: 376 °C, 17.1 dpa P033: 415 °C, 18.6 dpa 
Alloy Depth [nm] H [GPa] Er [GPa] H [GPa] Er [GPa] 
HT9 200 4.35 ± 0.28 209.4 ± 10.3 4.48 ± 0.25 201.1 ± 4.3 
 300 4.81 ± 0.3 211.1 ± 10.7 4.83 ± 0.2 207.9 ± 9.8 
 500 5.01 ± 0.17 218.3 ± 3.7 4.78 ± 0.15 216.6 ± 7.8 
 750 5.09 ± 0.13 217.2 ± 5.2 4.85 ± 0.16 220.3 ± 7.3 
 1000 4.99 ± 0.19 217.4 ± 6.8 4.83 ± 0.14 219.9 ± 5.9 
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  P027: 376 °C, 17.1 dpa P033: 415 °C, 18.6 dpa 
Alloy Depth [nm] H [GPa] Er [GPa] H [GPa] Er [GPa] 
T91 200 3.79 ± 0.2 209.4 ± 10.8 3.84 ± 0.12 213 ± 11.2 
 300 4.12 ± 0.13 216.9 ± 9.1 3.96 ± 0.14 212 ± 4.9 
 500 4.24 ± 0.07 226.3 ± 4.9 4.14 ± 0.14 224.4 ± 7.2 
 750 4.28 ± 0.14 228.2 ± 5.8 4.14 ± 0.12 216.7 ± 11.5 
 1000 4.3 ± 0.07 231 ± 6.9 4.05 ± 0.09 222.8 ± 11.5 
NF616 200 -- -- 3.89 ± 0.18 211.9 ± 6.6 
 300 -- -- 4.07 ± 0.15 216.1 ± 7.5 
 500 -- -- 4.28 ± 0.11 222.9 ± 6.9 
 750 -- -- 4.3 ± 0.16 221 ± 7.9 
 1000 -- -- 4.19 ± 0.09 226.4 ± 7.9 
800H 200 4.43 ± 0.16 194.2 ± 5.4 -- -- 
 300 4.78 ± 0.1 195.5 ± 4.1 -- -- 
 500 4.83 ± 0.13 193.4 ± 5.2 -- -- 
 750 4.76 ± 0.11 182.4 ± 5.3 -- -- 
 1000 4.66 ± 0.09 177.9 ± 5.3 -- -- 
21Cr32Ni 200 3.76 ± 0.16 198.8 ± 7.7 -- -- 
 300 3.98 ± 0.13 203.4 ± 7.2 -- -- 
 500 3.97 ± 0.11 204.7 ± 6.3 -- -- 
 750 3.94 ± 0.11 199.3 ± 8.5 -- -- 
 1000 3.95 ± 0.1 202.3 ± 8.8 -- -- 
12Cr 200 3.71 ± 0.12 209.2 ± 11.1 4.05 ± 0.2 206.1 ± 5.1 
 300 3.87 ± 0.21 209.4 ± 9.4 4.12 ± 0.12 207.6 ± 9.6 
 500 3.89 ± 0.11 219.6 ± 5.6 4.08 ± 0.17 212.7 ± 4.6 
 750 3.93 ± 0.16 222.3 ± 3.5 4.1 ± 0.13 212.6 ± 7.6 
 1000 3.88 ± 0.13 222 ± 3.1 3.94 ± 0.15 216.2 ± 9.3 
9Cr 200 3.23 ± 0.16 207.7 ± 13.3 3.33 ± 0.23 202.4 ± 7 
 300 3.47 ± 0.15 209.9 ± 7.4 3.41 ± 0.16 208.1 ± 6.2 
 500 3.41 ± 0.14 218.5 ± 5.9 3.36 ± 0.24 214.4 ± 9.9 
 750 3.24 ± 0.11 221.2 ± 6.8 3.45 ± 0.14 216.8 ± 4.6 
 1000 3.22 ± 0.09 222.5 ± 6 3.18 ± 0.44 212.7 ± 13.3 
aFe 200 2.45 ± 0.11 194.6 ± 7.7 2.37 ± 0.14 198.3 ± 7.4 
 300 2.51 ± 0.13 200.1 ± 11.5 2.44 ± 0.12 205 ± 3.8 
 500 2.5 ± 0.12 204.4 ± 9.3 2.28 ± 0.06 201.1 ± 6.3 
 750 2.36 ± 0.1 205.9 ± 8.2 2.21 ± 0.06 206 ± 3.2 
 1000 2.35 ± 0.1 205.8 ± 5.8 2.14 ± 0.02 202.3 ± 3.5 
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6.2 Statistical Analyses 

For the following statistical results, below are the items presented. [[i,j]] indicates the 
value from the i-th row and j-th column of an array formula. 

Statistic Description Calculated How? 
n Count of data points =COUNT(x’s) 
m Slope or regression statistic =LINEST(y’s, x’s) [[1,1]] 
σm Standard error of m =LINEST(y’s, x’s) [[2,1]] 
b Intercept (omitted if b = 0) =LINEST(y’s, x’s) [[1,2]] 
σb Standard error of b =LINEST(y’s, x’s) [[2,2]] 
R2 Coefficient of determination =LINEST(y’s, x’s) [[3,1]] 
F F-observed value =LINEST(y’s, x’s) [[4,1]] 
dF Degrees of freedom =LINEST(y’s, x’s) [[4,2]] 
Fcrit F-statistic for given dF and α = 0.05 =F.INV.RT(0.05, 1, dF) 
P Calculated P for given dF and F =F.DIST.RT(F, 1, dF) 

6.2.1 Microhardness to Nanohardness 

Full statistical analyses results for the linear regression comparing H1000, H0, and Hμ from 
IIT: 

 y: H1000    x: Hμ  
Sample Set n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
Control 8 1.020 0.026 0.9956 1576.53 7 5.59 1.674E-09 
ATR 8 1.014 0.018 0.9977 3068.10 7 5.59 1.639E-10 
BOR60 13 1.203 0.021 0.9965 3406.17 12 4.75 4.230E-16 
Nirr 21 1.096 0.025 0.9899 1955.12 20 4.35 2.006E-21 
All 29 1.073 0.020 0.9904 2876.82 28 4.20 8.974E-30 

 
 y: H0    x: Hμ  
Sample Set n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
Control 8 1.002 0.019 0.9974 2670.30 7 5.59 2.662E-10 
ATR 8 1.031 0.024 0.9962 1832.65 7 5.59 9.905E-10 
BOR60 13 1.216 0.018 0.9973 4503.29 12 4.75 7.958E-17 
Nirr 21 1.111 0.018 0.9973 1991.83 20 4.35 1.669E-21 
All 29 1.078 0.021 0.9898 2718.82 28 4.20 1.964E-29 

 
 y: H1000    x: H0  
Sample Set n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
Control 8 1.017 0.020 0.9974 2680.02 7 5.59 2.629E-10 
ATR 8 0.983 0.010 0.9993 9846.57 7 5.59 2.782E-12 
BOR60 13 0.990 0.006 0.9995 25331.61 12 4.75 2.543E-21 
Nirr 21 0.986 0.005 0.9994 33249.52 20 4.35 1.086E-33 
All 29 0.994 0.007 0.9987 21042.06 28 4.20 8.010E-42 

 
Statistics for the linear regression analyses of various IIT microhardness data processing 
methods to DPH from UCSB: 

 y: Hmicro    x: HDP,UCSB  
Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
hc 8 1.2681 0.026 0.9972 2455.70 7 5.59 3.567E-10 
hc,sakh 8 1.2451 0.025 0.9972 2523.80 7 5.59 3.242E-10 
hmax 8 1.0845 0.021 0.9974 2662.09 7 5.59 2.691E-10 
hmax,sakh 8 1.0649 0.021 0.9973 2593.51 7 5.59 2.948E-10 
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Statistics for the linear regression analyses of various IIT nanohardness data processing 
methods to DPH from UCSB: 

 y: Hnano    x: HDP,UCSB  
Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
hc 8 1.2938 0.0376 0.9941 1187.13 7 5.59 4.499E-09 
hc,sakh 8 1.2708 0.0370 0.9941 1179.90 7 5.59 4.595E-09 
hmax 8 1.1336 0.0391 0.9917 838.52 7 5.59 1.507E-08 
hmax,sakh 8 1.1134 0.0386 0.9917 831.81 7 5.59 1.550E-08 
H0 8 1.2694 0.0395 0.9933 1033.60 7 5.59 7.285E-09 
H0,hmax 8 1.1192 0.0364 0.9927 947.38 7 5.59 9.863E-09 

 
6.2.2 Calculated to Measured Tensile Properties for ATR Sample Set 

6.2.2.1 Using the Milot Correlation: 2.82 114HV= −σ  

Linear regression statistics for σni to σy,LANL for control sample set: 

 
Control Samples – Yield – Milot Correlation 
y: σni    x: σy,LANL 

Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
hc 8 1.1634 0.0563 0.9839 426.97 7 5.59 1.561E-07 
hc,sakh 8 1.1404 0.0552 0.9838 426.39 7 5.59 1.568E-07 
hmax 8 1.0008 0.0580 0.9771 298.20 7 5.59 5.366E-07 
hmax,sakh 8 0.9808 0.0568 0.9770 297.99 7 5.59 5.379E-07 
H0 8 1.1446 0.0428 0.9903 714.30 7 5.59 2.630E-08 
H0,hmax 8 0.9907 0.0469 0.9845 445.88 7 5.59 1.344E-07 

 
Linear regression statistics for σni to σflow,LANL for control sample set: 

 
Control Samples – Flow – Milot Correlation 
y: σni    x: σflow,LANL 

Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
hc 8 0.9821 0.0260 0.9951 1429.57 7 5.59 2.355E-09 
hc,sakh 8 0.9627 0.0255 0.9951 1425.81 7 5.59 2.377E-09 
hmax 8 0.8467 0.0275 0.9926 944.82 7 5.59 9.956E-09 
hmax,sakh 8 0.8298 0.0270 0.9926 943.03 7 5.59 1.002E-08 
H0 8 0.9627 0.0274 0.9944 1232.20 7 5.59 3.951E-09 
H0,hmax 8 0.8355 0.0248 0.9939 1132.39 7 5.59 5.302E-09 

 
Linear regression statistics for σni to σy,LANL for ATR-irradiated sample set: 

 
ATR-Irradiated Samples – Yield – Milot Correlation 
y: σni    x: σy,LANL 

Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
hc 8 1.0089 0.0317 0.9932 1015.89 7 5.59 7.736E-09 
hc,sakh 8 0.9892 0.0311 0.9931 1014.68 7 5.59 7.769E-09 
hmax 8 0.8669 0.0297 0.9918 849.38 7 5.59 1.442E-08 
hmax,sakh 8 0.8497 0.0292 0.9918 846.88 7 5.59 1.456E-08 
H0 8 1.0269 0.0381 0.9905 728.03 7 5.59 2.462E-08 
H0,hmax 8 0.8832 0.0337 0.9899 687.14 7 5.59 3.009E-08 
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Linear regression statistics for σni to σflow,LANL for ATR-irradiated sample set: 

 
ATR-Irradiated Samples – Flow – Milot Correlation 
y: σni    x: σflow,LANL 

Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
hc 8 0.9388 0.0464 0.9832 409.77 7 5.59 1.799E-07 
hc,sakh 8 0.9204 0.0455 0.9832 409.32 7 5.59 1.806E-07 
hmax 8 0.8062 0.0427 0.9808 357.07 7 5.59 2.890E-07 
hmax,sakh 8 0.7902 0.0419 0.9807 356.43 7 5.59 2.908E-07 
H0 8 0.9548 0.0527 0.9792 328.79 7 5.59 3.838E-07 
H0,hmax 8 0.8208 0.0469 0.9777 306.89 7 5.59 4.862E-07 

 
6.2.2.2 Using the Tabor Relation: 3HV=σ  

Linear regression statistics for σni to σy,LANL for control sample set: 

 
Control Samples – Yield – Tabor Relation 
y: σni    x: σy,LANL 

Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
hc 8 1.3654 0.0808 0.9761 285.33 7 5.59 6.242E-07 
hc,sakh 8 1.3410 0.0797 0.9759 283.17 7 5.59 6.407E-07 
hmax 8 1.1924 0.0828 0.9674 207.62 7 5.59 1.847E-06 
hmax,sakh 8 1.1712 0.0815 0.9672 206.27 7 5.59 1.889E-06 
H0 8 1.3455 0.0656 0.9837 421.24 7 5.59 1.636E-07 
H0,hmax 8 1.1817 0.0706 0.9756 279.86 7 5.59 6.669E-07 

 
Linear regression statistics for σni to σflow,LANL for control sample set: 

 
Control Samples – Flow – Tabor Relation 
y: σni    x: σflow,LANL 

Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
hc 8 1.1558 0.0375 0.9927 947.47 7 5.59 9.859E-09 
hc,sakh 8 1.1352 0.0371 0.9926 937.85 7 5.59 1.022E-08 
hmax 8 1.0118 0.0412 0.9885 603.52 7 5.59 4.718E-08 
hmax,sakh 8 0.9938 0.0406 0.9884 597.99 7 5.59 4.871E-08 
H0 8 1.1352 0.0336 0.9939 1143.67 7 5.59 5.122E-09 
H0,hmax 8 0.9999 0.0354 0.9913 799.28 7 5.59 1.781E-08 

 
Linear regression statistics for σni to σy,LANL for ATR-irradiated sample set: 

 
ATR-Irradiated Samples – Yield – Tabor Relation 
y: σni    x: σy,LANL 

Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
hc 8 1.1752 0.0387 0.9925 923.13 7 5.59 1.079E-08 
hc,sakh 8 1.1542 0.0381 0.9924 919.00 7 5.59 1.096E-08 
hmax 8 1.0241 0.0382 0.9903 717.87 7 5.59 2.585E-08 
hmax,sakh 8 1.0058 0.0377 0.9903 713.27 7 5.59 2.644E-08 
H0 8 1.1944 0.0449 0.9902 708.65 7 5.59 2.704E-08 
H0,hmax 8 1.0415 0.0418 0.9888 620.09 7 5.59 4.296E-08 
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Linear regression statistics for σni to σflow,LANL for ATR-irradiated sample set: 

 
ATR-Irradiated Samples – Flow – Tabor Relation 
y: σni    x: σflow,LANL 

Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
hc 8 1.0931 0.0564 0.9817 375.63 7 5.59 2.428E-07 
hc,sakh 8 1.0735 0.0555 0.9816 374.43 7 5.59 2.454E-07 
hmax 8 0.9520 0.0534 0.9785 318.21 7 5.59 4.294E-07 
hmax,sakh 8 0.9350 0.0525 0.9784 316.93 7 5.59 4.354E-07 
H0 8 1.1102 0.0626 0.9782 314.25 7 5.59 4.483E-07 
H0,hmax 8 0.9676 0.0574 0.9759 283.87 7 5.59 6.352E-07 

 
6.2.3 Calculated Shear Properties from SPT and Nanohardness for BOR60 Sample Set 

6.2.3.1 Using the Milot Correlation 

Linear regression statistics for τni from NI to τSPT for BOR60 sample set: 

Measure & 
Milot Correlation – BOR60 Irradiated 
y: τni    x: τspt 

Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
τy hc 13 1.3851 0.0194 0.9977 5104 12 4.747 3.7587E-17 

hc,sakh 13 1.3582 0.0191 0.9976 5083 12 4.747 3.8544E-17 
hmax 13 1.2207 0.0202 0.9967 3642 12 4.747 2.8338E-16 
hmax,sakh 13 1.1967 0.0199 0.9967 3626 12 4.747 2.9077E-16 

τmax hc 13 0.9721 0.0110 0.9985 7847 12 4.747 2.8612E-18 
hc,sakh 13 0.9532 0.0108 0.9985 7773 12 4.747 3.0275E-18 
hmax 13 0.8569 0.0110 0.9980 6084 12 4.747 1.3139E-17 
hmax,sakh 13 0.8401 0.0108 0.9980 6025 12 4.747 1.3932E-17 

 
Linear regression statistics for τni from ISE analysis to τSPT for BOR60 sample set: 

Measure & 
Milot Correlation – BOR60 Irradiated 
y: τH0    x: τspt 

Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
τy H0 13 1.4011 0.0229 0.9968 3755 12 4.747 2.3604E-16 

H0,hmax 13 1.2363 0.0221 0.9962 3126 12 4.747 7.0597E-16 
τmax H0 13 0.9831 0.0147 0.9973 4497 12 4.747 8.0258E-17 

H0,hmax 13 0.8678 0.0133 0.9972 4265 12 4.747 1.1020E-16 
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6.2.3.2 Using the Tabor Relation 

Linear regression statistics for τni from NI to τSPT for BOR60 sample set: 

Measure & 
Tabor Relation – BOR60 Irradiated 
y: τni    x: τspt 

Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
τy hc 13 1.6482 0.0268 0.9968 3793 12 4.747 2.2231E-16 

hc,sakh 13 1.6196 0.0264 0.9968 3756 12 4.747 2.3579E-16 
hmax 13 1.4734 0.0301 0.9950 2399 12 4.747 3.4339E-15 
hmax,sakh 13 1.4478 0.0297 0.9950 2375 12 4.747 3.6450E-15 

τmax hc 13 1.1573 0.0127 0.9986 8328 12 4.747 2.0032E-18 
hc,sakh 13 1.1372 0.0125 0.9985 8217 12 4.747 2.1707E-18 
hmax 13 1.0348 0.0156 0.9973 4400 12 4.747 9.1475E-17 
hmax,sakh 13 1.0168 0.0154 0.9972 4339 12 4.747 9.9359E-17 

 
Linear regression statistics for τH0 from ISE analysis to τSPT for BOR60 sample set: 

Measure & 
Tabor Relation – BOR60 Irradiated 
y: τH0    x: τspt 

Method n m σm  R2 F dF Fcrit P 
τy H0 13 1.6652 0.0268 0.9969 3858 12 4.747 2.0080E-16 

H0,hmax 13 1.4900 0.0293 0.9954 2578 12 4.747 2.2347E-15 
τmax H0 13 1.1690 0.0138 0.9983 7226 12 4.747 4.6873E-18 

H0,hmax 13 1.0463 0.0156 0.9974 4519 12 4.747 7.7903E-17 
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6.3 Stainless Steel Sample Holder Drawings 

The initial design, used with ATR sample set. 
 

 

 
A modified design, used with BOR60 sample set. 
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6.4 Standard Operating Procedures 

Below are various SOPs I developed and had approved to safely complete this work under 
established campus regulations. 

All details of the SOPs were mainly written (or updated if already created) by me utilizing 
templates provided by the Radiation Safety team at campus EH&S. SOPs were then approved by 
EH&S and updated as the processes changed and were improved. 

These SOPs were periodically reviewed by myself, Prof. Peter Hosemann, AJ Gubser, and 
EH&S staff. 

• SOP Title: Polishing of Radioactive Steels 
o Initial Approval Date: 2015-07-08 
o Revised: 2017-03-31 

 Update dose hazard analysis to account for samples with higher overall 
activity but less dose rate due to the isotopic composition 

• SOP Title: Nanoindentation of Radioactive Steels 
o Initial Approval Date: 2015-06-30 
o Revised: 2017-03-31 

 Update dose hazard analysis to account for samples with higher overall 
activity but less dose rate due to the isotopic composition 

• SOP Title: FIB Microscopy Work 
o Previously written prior to this work being started 
o First Revision: 2014-10-30 

 Updated to cover new types of samples 
o Second Revision: 2017-03-31 

 Update dose hazard analysis to account for samples with higher overall 
activity but less dose rate due to the isotopic composition 

o Not included here 
• SOP Title: Cutting of Radioactive Material in the Glove Box 

o Initial Approval Date: 2015-07-15 
o Written to support another colleague in the cutting of mini fuel rods containing 

uranium fuel pellets 
o Not included here 
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